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SOMMAIRE

Cette these est consacree aux etudes numeriques de la convection naturelle

laminaire autour d'un cylindre horizontal soumis a diverses conditions aux limites

en utilisant une methode de splines au pas fractionnaire proposee par 1 auteur en

1987.

Le contenu de cette these consiste en trois articles publics dans des revues

specialisees avec comite de lecture, soit:

(i) Numerical Computation of the Natural Convection Flow about a Hor-

izontal Cylinder using Splines, Numerical Heat Transfer, Vol. 17, Part A,

pp. 191-215 (1990).

(ii) Transient Laminar Natural Convection from Horizontal Cylinder,

Int. J. Heat and Mass Transfer, Vol. 34 , pp. l429-1442 (1991).

(iii) Transient Natural Convection with Density Inversion from a Horizontal

Cylinder^ a paraitre dans Physics of Fluids A.

Ces trois articles sont presentes dans les Chapitres II, III et IV, respectivement.

La methode des splines est resumee dans la Chapitre I. Cette methode cons-

titue un sujet relativement nouveau dans Ie domaine des methodes numeriques.

La recherche mathematique et les applications de cette technique a la resolution

des equations aux derivees partielles ont ete developpees seulement pendant la

derniere decennie. Bien qu'elle ne soit pas aussi developpee que la methode
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des differences finies et la methode des elements finis, beaucoup de travaux de

recherche sur la theorie fondamentale et la methodologie ont demontre que cette

technique, qui devient de plus en plus sophistiquee, peut atteindre une precision

comparable a celle de la methode des differences finies, tout en utilisant un plus

grand maillage.

Cette technique a ete appliquee dans les domaines de la mecanique des flu-

ides, du transfert de chaleur et de 1'hydraulique.

Les contributions principales de 1'auteur au developement de cette tech-

nique sont resumees dans Ie Chapitre I ou est egalement presentee une revue

du phenomene de convection naturelle autour d'un cylindre horizontal.

Le premier article (Chapitre II), comporte une etude numerique exhaustive

de la convection naturelle laminaire autour d'un cylindre chaud avec trois con-

ditions typiques a la surface du cylindre. Les solutions ont et^ obtenues ̂  partir

des equations de 1'energie et de Navier-Stokes, en se basant sur une formula-

tion generale pour traiter des conditions aux limites a 1'aide de splines cubiques.

Cette formulation peut etre facilement incorporee dans la procedure de calcul.

Les resultats obtenus pour des valeurs elevees du nombre de Rayleigh indiquent

1'existence de tourbiUons secondaires dans la region du panache. L'apparition de

ces tourbiUons depend cependant de la valeur du nombre de Biot.

L' etude de la convection naturelle laminaire transitoire autour d'un cylindre

chaud soumis a diverses conditions aux limites est presentee dans Ie deuxl^me

article (Chapitre III).
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Quelques caracteristiques de la couche limite, obtenues par analyse dimen-

sionnelle, sont comparees aux resultats numeriques. On etudie Ie developpement

de la region du panache aussi bien que la champ local de 1'ecoulement et Ie

transfer! thermique a la surface du cylindre. Pour des temps courts, les solu-

tions numeriques s'approchent des resultats obtenus a partir de la theorie de la

couche limite et elles sont en ban accord avec les resultats de 1'analyse dimen-

sionnelle. On fait une etude detaillee du developpement de la region du panache

en determinant les trajectoires des particules. On constate Ie phenom^ne de saut

et des variations periodiques du nombre de Nusselt local avant qu'il se stabilise

en regime permanent. Ce phenomene est du a 1'inertie du fluide. A nombres de

Rayleigh eleves (Ra> 5 x 107), on observe 1'apparition et la disparition repetees

de tourbillons secondaires.

Le troisieme article (Chapitre IV) est consacre a 1'etude de la convection

naturelle autour d'un cylindre horizontal maintenu a OO C et immerge dans de

1'eau a une temperature pres du point de densite maximum. Le comportement

transitoire de la convection naturelle pres du point de densite maximum, la sta-

bilite de 1'ecoulement et 1'apparition des mouvements oscillatoires sont des su-

jets qui sont encore mal connus et font precisement 1'objet de cet article. Les

solutions numeriques ont ete obtenues en regime transitoire aussi bien qu'en

regime permanent. Les resultats indiquent que Ie fait d'avoir de 1'eau pr^s

de son point de densite maximum a une tres forte influence sur Ie comporte-

ment de 1'ecoulement. Quand la temperature ambiante est dans la region de

4. 7°C < Tamb < 8°C, 1'ecoulement autour du cylindre consiste en un mouve-

ment ascendant et en un mouvement descendant. Ces zones de recirculation
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sont generalement separees par 1'isotherme de 4°C quand Tamb < 5. 7°C. Le

comportement de ce regime double depend fortement de la temperature am-

biante et disparait lorsque la temperature ambiante est au-dessus de 8°C ou au-

dessous de 4. 7°C. D'ailleurs, quand la temperature ambiante est dans la region

de 4. 8°C < Tamb < 5. 5°C, Ie regime permanent ne peut etre atteint et 1'on peut

obtenir seulement des solutions quasi-periodiques. Les solutions multiples ont

ete aussi observees lorsqu'on s'approche de cette region soit d'une temperature

Tamb < 4. 8°C, ou d'une temperature Tamb > 5. 5°C.



ABSTRACT

This thesis is devoted to numerical studies of the laminar natural convection

flow around a heated horizontal cylinder under diverse surface boundary condi-

tions using a newly developed spline fractional step technique proposed by the

author in 1987.

The key contents of this thesis consists of three papers published or that

have been accepted for publication in peer-reviewed journals. They are:

(i) Numerical Computation of the Natural Convection Flow about a Hori-

zontal Cylinder using Splines, Numerical Heat Transfer Vol. 17, Part A, pp. 191-

215. (1990)

(ii) Transient Laminar Natural Convection from Horizontal Cylinder, Int. J

Heat and Mass Transfer, Vol. 34 ,pp. l429-1442. (1991)

(iii) Transient Natural Convection with Density Inversion from a Horizontal

Cylinder, (to be published in Physics of Fluids A).

These three papers form the contents of Chapters II, II and IV respectively.

The spline technique and its developments are briefly reviewed in Chapter

I. This method constitutes a relatively new subject in the field of numerical

methods. The mathematical research and applications of this technique to the

numerical solution of partial differential equations have only developed during

the past decade. Although it is not as developed as finite difference methods and
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finite element methods, some breakthroughs have been achieved. With recent

developments, it may be said that the technique, as an independent numerical

method, has increased in sophistication due to attention from researchers around

the world. Numerical experiments have indicated that the spline approximation

can achieve an accuracy comparable to that of corresponding finite-difference

methods using fewer grid points. The calculation methodology has been gradually

systematised and formulated resulting in successful applications in the fields of

fluid mechanics, heat transfer, hydraulics and so on.

The author's principal contributions to this technique have been summarized

in Chapter I of the thesis which also contains a review of natural convection

phenomena around heated horizontal cylinders.

In the first paper (Chapter II), an extensive numerical study of the laminar

natural convection flow from a heated horizontal cylinder with three type surface

boundary conditions has been reported. Solutions have been obtained by solving

complete Navier-Stokes and energy equations. A general formulation to treat

mixed boundary conditions using cubic splines has been presented. This formu-

lation is easily incorporated into the solution procedure. Some new computations

at very high Rayleigh numbers, indicate the existence of attached "separation

vortices in the downstream plume region, the appearance of these vortices being

dependent on the values of the Biot number.

The study of the transient natural convection from a circular, horizontal

cylinder has been presented in the second paper (Chapter III). Some character-

istics of the boundary layer obtained with a scale analysis have been compared
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with the numerical results. The development of the plume region as well as the

surface heat transfer and local fiowfield have been evaluated. At small times,

the present numerical solutions approach the boundary layer results and are in

good agreement with the results from the scale analysis. A more detailed study

of the development of the plume region, using computed particle trajectories has

been reported. Overshoot and oscillatory behaviour of the local Nusselt numbers

have been observed which decay as the steady state is approached. This has been

associated with fluid inertia effects. At high Rayleigh numbers, the appearance

of separation vortices, which are subsequently formed, shed and reformed when

Ra> 5x 10 , has been noted.

The third paper (Chapter IV) is devoted to a numerical investigation of the

free convection flow about a horizontal cylinder maintained at 0°C in a water

ambient close to the point of maximum density. The transient behaviour of

natural convection of water near the maximum density point from a horizontal

ice cylinder has not been extensively treated and the existence of an unstable

aspect to the convection, or the presence of oscillatory solutions when the physical

parameters lie within a certain range of values has not been widely reported in

the literature. This paper is therefore devoted to the numerical simulation of

the transient laminar natural convection. Complete numerical solutions covering

both the transient as well as steady state have been obtained. Principal results

indicate that the proximity of the ambient temperature to the point of maximum

density plays an important role in the type of convection pattern that may be

obtained. When the ambient temperature is within 4. 7°C < Tamb < 8°C, a

"dual flow" appears around the cylinder with both upward and downward flow
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occurring in proximity to the cylinder in two distinct recirculating zones, generally

separated by the 4°C isotherm when Tamb < 5. 7°C. The dual flow behaviour is

significantly modified as the ambient temperature is altered, disappearing when

the ambient temperature is above 8°C, or below 4. 7°C. Furthermore, when the

ambient temperature is within about 4. 8°C < Tamfc < 5. 5°C, a well defined steady

state is never attained. Within this same range, solutions with an initially quasi-

periodic behaviour which persist for a long time have been observed. Multiple

solutions have been observed when the above range of ambient temperatures is

approached from either side.

Note: A formal attestation to the fact that the candidate was the principal

contributor to the work described in the following articles is annexed to the end

of this thesis. It is signed by all the co-authors.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

1.1 Review of Natural Convection from Horizontal Cylinders

Natural convection heat transfer has a number of important engineering

applications. Natural convection about a single horizontal cylinder of uniform

temperature suspended in an infinite fluid medium has been studied both exper-

imentally and analytically for several decades. The vertical flat-plate boundary

layer solutions given by Ostrach [1953], Merk and Prins [1953, 1954] obtained a

similarity solution valid near the stagnation point and presented an integral so-

lution. Another integral solution was provided by Levy [1955]. Two-dimensional

laminar natural convection from horizontal cylinders under steady state condi-

tions has been extensively investigated experimentally and numerically (Schorr

and Gebhart [1970], Aihara and Saito [1972], Kuehn and Goldsteln [1976] , Fand

et a,J. [1977] and Shee and Singh [1982]). The principal results indicate that at

small Rayleigh niunbers , the cylinder behaves as a line source, with the uniform

surface heat flux condition approaching that of the isothermal one.

For fairly high Rayleigh numbers, the laminar flow generated by the body

forces behaves as a boundary layer wrapped around the cylinder. It is not surpris-

ing therefore, that the boundary layer approximation has been frequently used to

analyse these problems. This approximation assumes that curvature effects and

any pressure differences across the boundary layer are negligible. The simplified
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set of equations are then solved using a variety of techniques. In general, these

studies concern the nature of the portions of such flows attached to the surface.

The subsequent regions where the flow may separate from the surface and rise as

a buoyant plume have not been considered in detail. One of the earliest works in

this area was by Hermann [1954] who obtained a solution for the differential equa-

tions under the assumption of a thin (as compared with the cylinder diameter)

heated laminar layer for diatomic gases and a small temperature difference. Merk

and Prins [1953-1954] presented analytical results of the heat transfer around

horizontal cylinders and spheres. Using a Blasius expansion method Chiang et

al. [1962, 1964] predicted the heat transfer coefficients for laminar , natural con-

vection from horizontal cylinders and spheres. Lin and Chao [1974] used a Merk

type of series to obtain solutions for various two-dimensional and axisymmetric

geometries with the horizontal circular cylinder as a special case. Integrations

incorporating curvature effects have been made by Akagi [1965], Peterka and

Richardson [1969] and Gupta and Pop [1977].

Numerical solution of the boundary layer equations for natural convection

around horizontal cylinders have been reported by Mucoglu and Chen [1977],

Morgan [1975], Merkin [1976, 1977] and Fujii et ̂ . [1979]. The results thus ob-

tained may be taken to represent the limiting case of Rayleigh number tending to

infinity for laminar flow. The plume region is of course excluded, since the devel-

opment of the plume formed by separation of the boundary layer from the surface

invalidates the basic assumptions. Furthermore, these results do not adequately

describe the flow and heat transfer at low or moderate values of Rayleigh number

nor the development of the buoyant plume which, as has just been mentioned,

cannot be obtained from the boundary layer approximation.
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The complete Navier-Stokes and energy equations for laminar natural con-

vection about a horizontal Isothermal circular cylinder has been solved numeri-

cally by Holster and Hale [1979] usinga finite element approach and by Kuehn

and Goldstein [1980] using a finite-difFerence technique. In the latter, the numer-

ical solutions are in good agreement with their experimental data . Farouk and

Guceri [1981] have treated the same problem for uniform as well as nonuniform

temperature and heat flux distributions on the cylinder surface. The solution for

the special case of an isothermal cylinder are compared with available data in

literature to verify the accuracy of the approach. Recently, Qureshi and Ahmad

[1987] have provided numerical solutions using a similar technique to that indi-

cated by Kuehn and Goldstein [1980] for a horizontal cylinder with uniform heat

flux at modified Rayleigh numbers. Most recently, the author with Kahawita

and Nguyen 1990] has reported on an extensive numerical study of the laminar

natural convection flow from a heated horizontal cylinder with three type of sur-

face boundary conditions using a newly developed spline fractional step technique

proposed by Wang [1987&] and presented a general formulation for treating mixed

boundary conditions. This paper is the first paper presented in this thesis and

constitutes Chapter II.

The literature on transient free convection studies is much less abundant.

The great majority of studies reported earlier in the literature on the onset of

convection are concerned with a quiescent fluid layer, heated from below( or

cooled from above) in the presence of a gravitational field. Experimental and

theoretical studies have then been carried out in an attempt to elaborate upon the

onset of convection in a horizontal layer which has a time-dependent temperature

profile (see for example Foster [1965, 1968, 1969], Nielsen et a;. [1973] and Genceli
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[1974]). Indeed, these kinds of investigations have a wide range of applications

in technology, oceanography and geophysics.

The time-dependent onset of convection has also been studied by many re-

searchers for other geometries. Transient heating comprising a step change in uni-

form wall temperature was examined inside short vertical and horizontal cylinders

by Evans and Stefany [1965]. Cheng and Takeuchi [1976] studied this problem

within a horizontal cylinder subjected to a change in wall temperature by heating

or cooling, both experimentally and theoretically.

However, general unsteady natural convection around a horizontal cylinder

has not been extensively treated. A perusal of the current literature on the sub-

ject indicates that very few studies have been realized in which an attempt is

made to define the typical characteristics of the problem. An experimental study

by Ostroumov [1956] reported on the development of the convection regime ini-

tiated by a suddenly heated fine wire. West and Lawson [1972] also reported on

a similar experiment. Parsons and Mulligan [1978, 1980] presented experimen-

tal data for the transient free convective heat transfer from a horizontal wire

in air. Typically, an initially pure conduction situation is followed by a convec-

tive transition regime in which leading edge effects become dominant. Finally, a

transient approach to a steady state occurs. An early analytical study, using the

boundary layer approximation and series continuation for small time was estab-

lished by Eliott [1970] and then by Katagiri [1977]. Sako et a;. [1982] presented

numerical solutions of transient natural convection from a horizontal cylinder at

low Rayleigh numbers using a hybrid grid. Their results for the mean Nusselt

numbers at steady state agree fairly well with those of Kuehn and Goldstein

[1980]. An excellent laboratory experiment providing valuable quantitative data
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on the onset of convection in water was reported by Genceli [1980] (He used a

horizontal cylinder subjected to a constant surface heat flux). In his paper a

critical Rayleigh niunber which defines the onset of convection was presented.

Most recently, Song [1989] reported some numerical results of transient natural

convection around a horizontal wire under a constant heat flux using a finite dif-

ference method. His study however was carried out only at low Rayleigh numbers

. Furthermore, a physically unrealistic boundary condition imposed at the outer

limit ( i. e. T == 0 at infinity) of his computational domain would probably lead

to numerical difficulties at high Rayleigh number computations.

Transient solutions of the complete Navier-Stokes and energy equations for

high Rayleigh numbers have not yet been reported. A recently investigation has

been performed by Wang, Kahawita and Nguyen [1991]. Good agreement with

published experimental and numerical data has been obtzdned. An overshoot and

oscillatory behaviour in the local Nusselt numbers associated with fluid inertia

effects, has been observed which dies off as the steady state is approached. At high

Rayleigh numbers, the appearance of separation vortices, which are subsequently

formed, shed and reformed when Ra > 5 xl07, has been noted. This article is

presented in this thesis and constitutes Chapter III.

The third paper presented in this thesis is devoted to a numerical investiga-

tion of the free convection flow about a horizontal cylinder maintained at 0°C in a

water ambient close to the point of maximum density. Many natural phenomena

involve buoyancy induced flows of cold water, i.e. water that is close to its freez-

ing point. The mechanism of such flows is considerably complicated by the fact

that its density reaches a maximum value at 3. 98° C. This gives rise to a variety

of interesting phenomena. To describe the nonlinear variation of density with
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temperature for water in the range of 0 to 20° C , diflferent degree polynomials

have been given by Vanier and Tien [1968], by Fujii [1974] and by Gebhart and

Mollendorf [1977]. An early experiment on the melting of ice was performed by

Dumore, Merck and Prins [1953]. They submerged a sphere of ice in cold water

and observed for the first time that the water in the boundary layer flowed in

opposite directions on either side of the isotherm corresponding to the inversion

temperature (4. 8°C). Since the pioneering works of Ede [1951], Dumore et al.

[1953] and Merk [1954] , the behaviour of natural convection in cold water has

been studied by many investigators for several different geometries and boundary

conditions. For instance, Schechter and Isbin [1958] have published experimental

and theoretical work on thermal free convection from a heated vertical plate in

cold water. Schenk and Schenkels [1968] have reported experimental results for

thermal free convection from an ice sphere.

Bendell and Gebhart [1976] carried out experiments with vertical melting

ice sheets in pure ambient water near its density extremum. A minimum Nusselt

number was found to occur at Tamb = 5. 60 C' while a net upflow and downflow

were deduced from fluid temperature measurements when Tamb > 5. 6°C and

Tamb < 5. 6° C* respectively. The existence of a gap in the solutions for vertical

boundary-layer flows was first reported by Gebhart and Mollendorf [1978] who

used the boundary layer equations coupled with a numerical shooting method.

They found that numerical solutions were unobtainable in the range 4.0°C <

Tamb < 6. 8° C. Carey, Gebhart and Mollendorf [1980], after refining the numer-

ical method used by Gebhart and Mollendorf [1978], found that the flow was

bidirectional for Tamb between 4. 75°C and 5.98°C and that convective inversion

occurred at some Tamb between 4. 75°C and 5. 81°C. Solutions could not be ob-
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tained within this range of temperatures in pure water. Wilson and Vyas [1979],

conducted experiments on the velocity profiles near a vertical ice surface melt-

ing into fresh water for 2°C ^ Tamft < 7°C. The results indicated an upward

steady-state motion when the water temperature was below 4. 7°C and a down-

ward movement when the water temperature exceeded 7°C. For intermediate

temperatures, an oscillatory bidirectional flow was observed. The calculations of

Wilson and Lee [1981] also indicated that three distinct flow regimes: steady up-

ward flow for Tamb ^ 4. 5°C, steady downward flow for Tamb ^ 6-0°C and steady

dual flow or bidirectional flow for 5. 7°C < Tamb < 6°C were possible. However, a

gap in the range of temperatures 4. 5°C <: Tamft < 5. 7°C where the solution failed

to converge still remained. El-Hennawy et al. [1982] numerically computed mul-

tiple steady states of vertical buoyancy-induced flows. El-Henawy et al. [1986]

recently discussed multiple solutions of the boundary layer equations for hori-

zontal plane flow in cold water. Multiple solutions arose, when the temperature

gap was approached from either side, in conjunction with the increasingly large

buoyancy force reversal across the thermal layer.

Desai and Forbes [1971], Watson [1972] and Vasseur and RobiUard [1980]

have investigated the heat transfer and flow patterns in a rectangular enclo-

sure using finite difference methods. Similarly, the effect of density inversion

on natural convection within a horizontal cylindrical annulus has been studied

experimentally by Seki et a;. [1975] and numerically by Nguyen et a;. [1982] and

Vasseur et ai [1983]. Gilpin [1975] and Cheng et al. [1976, 1978] studied the

effect of cooling in a horizontal cylinder of water through the maximum density

point of4°C. Saitoh [1976, 1980] investigated both theoretically and experimen-

tally the heat transfer characteristics in natural convection about a horizontal
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ice cylinder immersed in water at an ambient temperature near the maximum

density point. At about Tamb = 6°C, a minimum Nusselt number was obtained,

an instability in the flow was observed, and it was found that two different com-

putational solutions were obtained at Tamb = 6°C when the spatial mesh length

was varied (Saitoh [1976]). These unstable aspects of the solutions appeared to

correspond to his experimental observations. Ho and Chen [1986] have reported

the results of a numerical simulation of the melting of ice around a horizontal

cylinder. They have provided results on the shape of the melt cavity formed and

its dependence on the temperature of the cylinder. In contrast to the steady

flow situation, the transient behaviour of natural convection of water near the

maximum density point from a horizontal ice cylinder has not been extensively

treated. The existence of an unstable aspect to the convection, or the presence

of oscillatory solutions when the physical parameters lie within a certain range

of values has not been widely reported. The parallel problem for the case of a

vertical plane has been investigated by Gebhart et al. [1978] as well as many

other researchers as mentioned earlier. On the other hand, studies that provide

aji insight into the physical mechanism of the above instability is more or less

non-existent in the literature.

The third article which froms Chapter III in this thesis is devoted to a

numerical investigation of the free convection flow about a horizontal cylinder

maintained at 0°C in a water ambient close to the point of maximum density. The

two dimensional time dependent Navier-Stokes and energy equations have been

solved. Complete numerical solutions covering both the transient as well as steady

state have been obtained. A time dependent "characteristic based boundary

condition has been incorporated into the numerical procedure by discretizing
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it in implicit mixed boundary condition form. As discussed later, this boundary

condition avoids temperature oscillations caused by numerical reflection observed

when the leading surface of the plume traverses the artificial outer boundary. A

detailed discussion of this effect has been reported by Abarbanel et al. [1991] and

the use of artificial boundaries to limit the computational domain is discussed in

some detail in the review article by Givoli [1991].

Principal results indicate that the proximity of the ambient temperature to

the point of maximum density plays an important role in the type of convection

pattern that may be obtained. When the ambient temperature is within 4. 7°C <

Tamb < 8°C, a "dual flow" appears around the cylinder with both upward and

downward flow occurring in proximity to the cylinder in two distinct recirculating

zones, generally separated by the 4°C isotherm when Tamb < 5. 7°C. The dual

flow behaviour is significantly modified as the ambient temperature is altered,

disappearing when the ambient temperature is above 8°C, or below 4. 7°C. Fur-

thermore, when the ambient temperature is within about 4. 8°C < Tamb < 5. 5°C,

a well defined steady state is never attained. Within this same range, solutions

with an initially quasi-periodic behaviour which persist for a long time have been

observed. Multiple solutions have been observed when the above range of ambi-

ent temperature is approached from either side. The results of the computations

have been compared with published experimental and numerical data with satis-

factory agreement being obtained. The transient surface vorticity distribution as

well as steady state values for certain ambient temperatures have been presented.
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1. 2 Review of Spline Method

The cubic spline technique constitutes a relatively new subject in the field

of numerical methods. The mathematical research and applications of this tech-

nique to the numerical solution of partial differential equations have only devel-

oped during the past decade. Although it is not as developed as finite difference

methods and finite element methods, some breakthroughs have been achieved.

With recent developments, it may be said that the technique, as an independent

numerical method, has increased in sophistication due to increased attention from

researchers around the. world. The calculation methodology has been gradually

systematised and reformulated resulting in successful applications that have been

reported in the literature in the fields of fluid mechanics, thermodynamics (partic-

ularly in natural convection flow), hydraulics and so on. The attractive intrinsic

properties and advantages of this technique for certain types of problems as well

as some application limitations have now become clear.

The main advantages of using a cubic spline collocation procedure are that:

1) The govermg matrix system obtained is always tridiagonal thus permitting

the use of the Thomas algorithm in the inversion procedure.

2) The matrix system obtained may be reduced to a scalar set of equations

in terms of the function itself, its first derivative or its second derivative at the

grid points while maintaining a tridiagonal formulation.

3) The requirement of a uniform mesh is not necessary. However, for a

uniform mesh, the spline approximation is fourth order accurate for the first

derivatives while being third order for a nonuniform grid. The second derivative

is always approximated to second order
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4) Since the values of the first or second derivatives may be evaluated directly,

boundary conditions containing derivatives may be directly incorporated into the

solution procedure thus avoiding the difficulty that exists with someconventional

finite-difference schemes where 1st order approximations to surface derivatives

must be constructed even in higher order schemes to preserve stability.

The term "spline" was first used by Schoenberg [1946] . Before 1967, the ba-

sic mathematical theory of the spline function had been established (for example,

see Holladay [1957], Walsh et al. [1962] and deBoor and Lunch [1966]). Nearly

all the early work has been included in the book by Ahlberg et aL [1967] entitled

"The theory of splines and their applications". The most important applications

reported are in numerical differentiation and integration, as well as in curve fit-

ting. The use of cubic splines to solve partial differential equations was initiated

by Pan-amicheal and Whiteman [1973] who solved a one dimensional (two-point

boundary value) heat conduction equation.

Rubin et a/. [1975, 1976, 1977] systematically studied the cubic spline colloca-

tion procedure for the niunerical solution of a partial differential equation (PDE),

discussed the truncation errors of the procedure and its stability and presented

a general formulation resulting in a 3x3 matrix system for treating PDE. In

order to solve the two-dimensional problem, they proposed a Spllne-Alternating-

Direction-Implicit (SADI) procedure . In a similar way, Jain and Tariq [1981]

presented a spline function which depends on a parameter for uniform mesh spac-

ing.

The author's earlier research works and principal contributions to this tech-

nique were performed during 1980-1983 as a visiting scholar from China with
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the collaboration of Professor R. Kahawita at the Ecole Polytechnique de Mon-

treal and as a research associate supported by Professor S. Lin at Concordia

University (1983 February - June). Based on Rubin et al's work, a procedure

to transfer the 3x3 matrices referred to earlier into a scalar tridiagonal system

was developed (Wang and Kahawita [1983a, 1983b]). The advantage of this for-

mulation is that solutions may be obtained exclusively in terms of the function

values themselves, their first derivatives or their second derivatives. Furthermore,

a tridiagonal system has to be evaluated instead of a 3x3 matrix. According to

the particular requirements of the problem and its imposed boundary conditions,

any one of the three forms of equations may be chosen for the solution proce-

dure. This considerably simplifies the computational procedure. Subsequently, a

spline explicit method that introduced a weighting parameter into the coefficient

of the second derivative term was developed Wang and Kahawita [1983c, 1984].

The successful applications of above spline formulations in the field of fluid me-

chanics, hydraulic and themodynamics have been reported (Wang and Kahawita

[1983d, 1983e, 1984, 1987], Lin, Wang and Kahawita [1983, 1984] and Wang, Lln

and Kahawita [1985]).

The author has recently proposed a spline method with a parameter using

fractional steps (SMF?) in each coordinate direction ( Wang [1987a, 1987b], Wang

and Kahawita [1988]). This technique retains the advantages of the SADI proce-

dure, but requires only a single tridiagonal matrix system to be evaluated in each

computational step without the disadvantages related to the calculus of the first

and second derivatives. This technique together with the previously developed

tridiagonal solution technique for the system containing either the function values

at the grid points, the first derivatives, or the second derivatives only, simplifies
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writing the code and reduces CPU time. An application of the SMFS in the

estuary hydraulic/thermal model indicated that the CPU time may be reduced

by a factor about fifth when compared with the SADI method (Wang [1987a-b],

Wang and Kahawita [1990a-b]).

Finally, we have seen with pleasure that the spline method and its ap-

plications in heat transfer and fluid flow have developed rapidly in the last

few years by many investigators (see for example, Lauriat et a/. [1985], Shaw

et a/. [1987a, 1987b], Hung et a;. [1989] and Chen [1987]). All results obtained thus

far, iiidicate that the method appears to be efficient. Numerical experiments have

indicated that the spline approximation can achieve an accuracy comparable to

that of corresponding finite-difference methods using fewer grid points result-

ing in a significant reduction in computer core memory requirements (Lauriat et

a1[1985] and Shaw et al. [lQS7}'). Consequently, many problems involving heat

transfer and fluid flow may now be solved on a personal computer.



CHAPTER II

NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF THE NATURAL

CONVECTION ABOUT A HORIZONTAL

CYLINDER USING SPLINES
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INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional laminar natural convection from horizontal cylinders under

steady state conditions has been extensively investigated analytically, numerically

and experimentally. However, for fairly high Rayleigh numbers , for example,

when Ra > 107, the numecical results obtained by solving the Navier-Stokes

and energy equations have not been reported in the literature. It seems that in

this case a efficient and flexible numerical method is needed. Since for Ra >

105 the laminar flow generated by the body forces behaves as a boundary layer

around the cylinder, the boundary layer approximation has been frequently used

to analyse these problems. The results thus obtained may be taken to represent

the limiting case of Rayleigh number (Ra) tending to infinity for laminar flow.

Of course, the plume region is excluded, since the development of the plume

formed by separation of the boundary layer from the surface Invalidates the basic

assumptions. Furthermore, these results do not adequately describe the flow

and heat transfer at low or moderate values of Rayleigh number neither do they

describe the development of the buoyant plume.

The niimerical study presented in this Chapter is devoted to the laminar

natural convection flow from a heated horizontal cylinder under diverse surface

boundary conditions at high Rayleigh numbers. The spline approximation scheme

and numerical procedure have been reported in detail. A general formulation

to treat mixed boundary conditions using the spline approximation has been
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introduced. The usual assumption that the change of inflow to outflow at the

outer boundary is near 6 = 150°, has not been adopted here, since numerical

tests have indicated that the position of this demarcation line between inflow and

outflow varies with Rayleigh number. Numerical solutions have been obtained by

solving the Navier-Stokes and energy equations in stream function and vorticity

form with 11 x 21(r x 6), 21 x 23 or 17x31 grid points on an IBM PC AT for

values of Ra* up to 2. 5 x 108 (uniform heat flux) or J?a = 2x 107 (constant

surface temperature) for a Pr = 0. 7.

The results for the isothermal boundary condition as well as for the uniform

heat flux are in good agreement with published experimental data and with other

solutions presently available in the literature. Some new computations at very

high Rayleigh numbers, indicate the existence of attached recirculation vortices in

the downstream plume region, the appearance of these vortices being dependant

on the values of the Biot number. All results were computed on a personal com-

puter using unequally spaced grids that provided good results with a minimum

number of computational points. The numerical scheme presented here appears

to be sufficiently versatile to permit computation of a large range of problems.

The principal numerical results have been published in the following paper:

Numerical Heat Transfer, Vol. 17, Part A, N o. 2, pp. 191-215. (1990)
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NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF THE NATURAL
CONVECTION FLOW ABOUT A HORIZONTAL
CYLINDER USING SPLINES

P. Wang and R. Kahawita
Department of Civil Engineering, Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, Montreal,
Quebec H3C 3A7, Canada

T. H. Nguyen
Department of Mechanical Engineering. Ecote Polytechnique de Montreal,
Montreal, Quebec H3C 3A7, Canada

The present work is devoted to the numerical study of laminar natural convection flow
from a healed horiwntal cylinder under diverse surface bouMlcfry condstions using the
spline fractional step method. A general fonnulation to treat mixed boundary conditions
using the spline approxinwtion has been presented. Numerical solutions have been ob-
Iwned by solving the Navier-Stokes. and energy equations. The resuUs for the isothermal
boundary condition as well as for the uniform heat jlux are in good agreement with
published experimental data and with other solutions presently avmlable in the literature.
Some new computations at very-high Rayleigh numbery indicate the existence of attached
separation vortices in the downstream plume region, the appearance of these vortices
being dependent on the values of the Blot number. AU results were computed on a per-
sonal computer using unequally spaced grids that provided good results with a minimum
number of compulatwnal points. The numerical scheme presented here appears to be
sufficiently versatile to pennil computation of a large range of problems.

INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional laminar natural convection from horizontal cylinders under
steady-state conditions has been extensively investigated analytically, numericaUy, and
experimentally [1-6]. The principal results mdicate that at small Rayleigh numbers
CRa < 0. 1), the cylmder behaves as a line source, with the umfonn surface heat flux
approaching that of the isothermal condition [5]. For fairly high Rayleigh numbers
(105 < Ra ̂  10s), the laminar flow generated by the body forces behaves as a boundary
layer around the cylinder. It is not siuprising therefore that the boundary layer approxi-
madon has been frequendy used to analyze these problems. This approximation assumes
that curvature effects and any pressure differences across the boundary layer are negligi-
ble. The simplified set of equations is then solved using various techniques [7-10]. The
results thus obtained may be taken to represent the limiting case of Rayleigh number
(Ra) tending to infinity for laminar flow. The plume region is of course excluded, since
the development of the plume fonned by separation of the boundary layer ft-om the
surface mvalidates the basic assumptions. Furthermore, these results do not adequately
describe the flow and heat transfer at low or moderate values of Rayleigh number nor
the development of the buoyant plume, which, as has been just mentioned, cannot be
obtained from the boundary layer approximation [3].

This wwic was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada under
gram number OGP0008846.
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NOMENCLATURE

Bi Biot number, h'D/k' - t'

D cylinder diameter . T
S gravitadonal acceleradon T'

h local heat transfer coefficient T^
h' local heat transfer coefficient inside Tn

cylinder Tg
h average heat transfer coefficient around u

cylinder U
k thennal conductivity of fluid U*
k' thermal conductivity of fluid mside

cylinder ; v
L radial distance between cylinder surface V

and outer boundary of solution domain V*
Nu local Nusselt number ( - hD/k)
Nu average Nusselt number (". /iD/%-) Y
Pr Prandtl number (-^/a) Y*
q" siuface heat flux a
R radial coordinate (3
3^ cylinder radius 9
R{ radius of (fictitious) outer boundary
r dimensionless radial coordinate ( ~ R/D)
Ra Rayleigh number [° ^(3Z>3(r^ - fi
T^/fta] f

Ra* modified Rayleigh number 0
(- g0q'E^{kx^

Ra*» Rayleigh number for muced boundaiy
condition [- gSlf(T^ - TQ)I^} i.j

f dunensionless time (-?'u/D2)

tiine

dimensionless temperature
temperature

temperature of cylinder surface
temperature of ambient fluid
temperature inside cylinder
dimensionless radial velocity (~ UD/oc)
radial velocity, positive outward
modified dimensionless radial velocity
(- ND/aRa0-25)
dimensionless angular velocity (~ VDId)
angular velocity, positive counterclockwise
modified dimensionless angular velocity
(- TO/aRa0-5)
radial distance firom cylinder surface
yRao-25/JD
thennal diffusivity
coeffident of thermal expansion
angular coordinate; zero is downward
vertical, positive counterclockwise on right
half of cylinder
kinemadc viscosity
dimensionless stream function
dimensionless vorticity

Subscripts

nodal positions in radial and angular
directions, respectively

. . Kuehn and Goldstein [3] numerically solved the complete Navier-Stokes and en-
ergy equations for laminar natural convection about a horizontal isothennal circular
cylinder for 1 ^ Ra £ 107 using a finite-difference technique. The numerical solution
was in good agreement with their experimental data for Ra - 1(^. Farouk and Guceri
[4] attacked the same problem for uniform as well as noaunifonn temperature and heat
flux distributions on the cylinder surface. Recently, Qureshi and Ahmad [5] have pro-
vided numerical solutions using a technique similar to that indicated in [3] for a horizon-
tal cylinder with uniform heat Hux at modified Rayleigh numbers (Ra* - Ra x Nu)
between 10~ and 107. They have compared their computations with their own experi-
mental results for Ra* ." 2.07. X 106 and Ra* - 6. 3 X 10s. -.

;", The present study is devoted to a numerical investigation of the laminar natural
convection flow from a heated horizontal cylinder under diverse surface boundary condi-
tioas using the spline fractional step method [11]. Since the pioDeering work ofRubin et
al. [12-14], the spline mtegration technique and its applications in heat transfer and fluid
flow have developed rapidly [15-20]. Numerical experiments have indicated that the
spline approximation can achieve an accuracy comparable to that of corresponduig
fmite-difference methods using fewer grid points (see, for example [18, 21]), resulting
in a significant reduction in computer core memory requirements. Consequendy, many
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problems involving heat transfer and fluid flow may now be solved on a personal com-
puter.

A spline method using fractional steps in each coordinate direction has recently
been proposed by Wang [11]. This technique, together witih the previously developed
tridiagonal solution technique for the system [15, 16] containing either the function
values at the grid points, the first derivatives, or the second derivatives only, simplifies
writing the code and reduces CPU time. As anticipated, fewer grid points are required to
solve the present problem. Numerical solutions have been obtained by solving the
Navier-Stokes and energy equations with II x 21 (r by 6), 21 x 23, or 17 X 31 grid
points on an BIB-PC/AT for values of Ra* up to 2. 5 x 10s (uniform heat flux) or Ra "
2 X 10 (constant surface temperature) for Pr °» 0. 7.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The natural convection flow from a horizontal cylinder is governed by the continu-
ity equation, the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation, and an energy equation. In
cylindrical polar coordinates, the nondimensional equadons in stream function and vor-
ticity form (using the Boussinesq approximation for the body forces) may be written

A2^ - -!

an , .. an, v an
u - + -

9t Qr r 86
PrA^ + PrRa f sin 03T + cos 01- 5T

9r ' "~ ~ r Q0

a?+^+^-^
Qt ' 9r 90

Cl)

(2)

(3)

with

A2 il +1A + ^X
9ri r3r ^ Q0i

(4)

and

1 9^
u " - -

r Q9
V -s -

3^
9r

(5)

Smce the flow is symmetric about a vertical plane passing through the axis of the
cy Under, only the half-plane need be considered. The boundary conditions then become

u ^ - 0 0 - - 9^
a7

and (i)

ir---
9r

(6o)
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or (ii)

(66)

or (iii)

9T
3r

Bi (T - 1) (6c)

on the cylinder surface and

^! °-^-0
36

(7)

on the lines of symmetry. Condition (iii) is of course relevant to the case of a tube
carrying a hot fluid.

Placing a circular line far away from the cylinder to represent the outer boundary,
the boundary conditions are

Ar the inflow region (u < O):

v-^ r-o .. -^ (8)

On the outflow region (u > O):

a2^

^7
0 Q ° - -

1 32^
7W

(9)

Tne fluid is thus assumed to approach or leave the cylinder m the radial direction,
i. e., the streamlines are normal to the outer (artificially imposed) boundary. The temper-
ature of the fluid entrained into the flow field is at the ambient value, but at the outflow

region the temperature distsribution is not known a priori. The coinmonly used boundary
condition for outflow is to assume that the temperature gradient nonnal to the pseudo-
boundary is zero, thus unplying that the heat transfer is dominated by coavective move-
ment rather than by conduction [3]. This obviously requires that the outflow velocities
be sufficiently large, a condition that is probably satisfied within the scope of the present
study, which is restricted to steady-state convection. For the traiisient flow from rest to a
steady state, however, the validity of this boundary condition may have to be examined
in further detail. Some flow features and the influence of the outer boundary condition
on transient natural convection will be presented m a forthcoming report.

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

In this study, a spline method of fractional steps (SMFS) [11] is used to generate an
algorithm resulting in a tridiagonal system containing either function values or first
derivatives at the grid points. The fundamental formulations of the technique have been
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reported elsewhere [15, 16]. Boundary conditions that specify heat flux or other temper-
ature gradient conditions may be easily incorporated directly into the solution procedure.
This avoids the difficulty that exists with some conventional finite-difference schemes
where first-order approximations to surface derivatives must be constructed even in
higher order schemes to preserve stability.

The assumption that the change of inflow to outflow at the outer boundary is near
0-150° has not been adopted here, since numerical tests indicated Aat the position of
this demarcation line between inflow and outflow varied with Rayleigh number. An
increase in the Rayleigh number caused the line to shift toward the vertical, i.e., toward
0° ISO0 For example, this change is observed to be near 0 " 160° for Ra °. 10s

(surface temperature constant) at L - 0.7. However, for Ra - 10 and L - 0.5 its
position was between 0 " 168° and 171°. Thus in the computer program the only
boundary condidon imposed at the outer circular liinit depends on the direction of the
radial velocity, with the appropriate temperature boundary condition being automatically
incoq)orated into the calculadon procedure.

The computational procedure followed is first to solve the energy equation, which
provides the temperature field necessary for the solution of the vorticity equation. Solu-
tion of Poisson's equation for the stream function then completes the procedure. The
SMFS schemes representing the governing equations (1)-(3) are of the foUowing forms.

Energy Equation

The first step is taken in the radial direction, the spline approximation being

T^1' " 7^- A^, -i )(^)^" + A/(7^^" l-O. M (10)
rl

or in the more general form of [15, 16]

,n+l*
ij

n+r
F;, + R,p-^r + e,/7.)Z; (11)

where (T,),. j and (T^), j represent the spline approximated values of 3773r and 32T/9r at
the grid points ((, ]), and F,, y, R,, j, and 2, ^ are known from the previous time step.

The boundary condidons at the cylinder surface are

Case i:

Case ii:

Case iii:

and at the outer boundary

(^)o.y- -1

{OJ 1

(T, )o., - Bi (To., - 1)

T^, -0 if u £ 0

(T. ).w., -0 if M > 0
(12)
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Equation (11) has been transfonned [13] mto a single tridiagonal system contain-
ing the function values only, .

a,, T^ + b,, T^' + c,., T^'; - <, f - 1, M- 1 (13)

or another single tridiagonal system for the first derivatives,

A,, (T^', + B,, (T^f + C,, (T^:^ - A,y (14)

If the surface temperature condition is specified, Eq. (13) may be direcdy evalu-
ated. Then system (14) is in the preferred form for treating case i, which is discussed in
detaU in a foUowing secdon. Then, from (F/)^'*, 7^7''may be found from the recur-
sive relation [11].

At the second step, the values of Tare updated from the intermediate values T°+ '*
by substituting into r"+l as in standard firactional step methods. The spline discretized
form is

'"+1 .« T"+I* " Ar ̂ ,n -1 ̂ /T'l'1-1-1 j. A^ /T \n
U 

° 7U 
' 

~ Af ^ V;;y - - j(. y,);"j' + =^ (T^yi,
r, / /*

n+I
.J

the single tridiagonal system containiDg the first derivatives is

n+1 71+1A^(T»)';J^ + B^(T^Jl + C^CT^J^ " ^ j - 1, N- 1 (15)

The procedure for evaluating the values of (T,)^1 and T^J1 is the same as in the

first step.
It is important to note that the values with superscript n + 1 * are the intermediate

values only, while the values with superscript n + 1 are the final values at the n + 1
time level. -

Vortidty Equation

The first step in the radial direction is written

a.";" - ^ - A/^, - ^Wr + A/Pr (Q,).̂ 1-
+ 0. 5 A/ Pr Ra sin ff, (T^Jl + cosfflfT.^1

-^(W
- ^. + R,^Q^ + 0^(Q,):;"

Eq. (16) may be rewritten

(16)

^Q"-+.1; + 6,, Q;;'' + c,, Q":,'; - <, / - 1, M- 1 (17)
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with Ae following boundary conditions:

Q n+r
OJ

. (^)on., - -j 2(^),,
6^./
A, J

A.
and

, n+r
'. Mj

(^^,.'M.y

^

where ('$'95) may be evaluated from the stream function equadon. Thus Q may be calcu-
lated directly.

In the second step, we have

kfl+lQ^ »^+^,, M;' +e,/Q^; l, N - 1 (18)

Equation (18) may be rewritten in the fomi of Eq. (14) with the boundary condi-
tionsQ^o+l - 0 and 0^1 - 0.

It is interesting to note that in the computadonal procedure Q^» Qrr, Qs> and Q^ are
not presented explicitly, although they are contained in Eqs. (16) and (18). This is an
advantage of the SMFS scheme over the spline-alteraating-direction-impUcit (SADI)
method.

Stream Function Equation

The stream function is evaluated m a false transient form using the SADI method.
No difficulties arise, since the boundary conditions are appropriately specified. To obtain
steady-state solutions, repeated iterations until convergence arc accessary.

TREATMENT OF MSXED BOUNDARY CONDmONS

If the case of a temperature source within the cylinder, for example, a fluid with
constant temperature Tg passing inside the cylinder is considered and if h' and k'
represent theraaal conductivity and heat ti^nsfer coefficients, respectively, the implied
surface boundary conditions m dimensionless fonn are

^-Bi(T-l)

The spline discretized form is then

(T,)o.^ ~ Bi (To,, - 1)

(19)

(20)

Using cubic spline relations and Eq. (11), Eq. (20) has been transfonned into the foUow"
ing fonn (where the index 7 has been omitted) [22]:

^o7o + Co7') ~ ^ (21)
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where bo =- I - [(7?, + 40, /Ai)(3/Ai + h, /2Q,) - 6Qi/A2)]/(Bi x K)
Co = -(1 - 3R, - 6Q, /Af)/(Bi x K)
rfo=a 1 +[^i + (h, R, ll + 2Q, )Fo/fio]/(Bi X K)

with K » (R, + 40, /Ai)(7?oAi/2<2o - 2) + 2Q, /h,
Equation (17) may also be rewritten in the fonn containing first derivatives:

5o(r, )o + Co(T, )i ° A (22)

where 5o = 1 -Bi [(<2o - 47?o/^, )Zi - 2r^o/h, ]/(y^ - y,^)
Co ° Bi [2R^lh, + (Qi + 4^i/A,)^]/CyoZi - ^1%)
£>o » -Bi + Bi [(Fo?i - ^%)/0'o?i - ^iZo)]

with J'0 ° 1 + 6Qolh\
y, " -6Q, /h2,
Zo- ^ - Vo
^1 ° 1 -.fl
The above fomis are of the same accuracy as the system described by Eq. (13) or

Eq. (14).

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The flow and temperature fields and heat transfer results were obtained for isother-
mal and uniform heat flux boundary conditions for Pr - 0.7. The nonlinear coupled
partial differential equations were solved by considering a grid llx21(rX0), 21X
23, or 17 x 31 on a nonuniform mesh with /',+i/r; ° 1.3 and 0y+i/^- "' 0. 87, or
/-, +i/r, " 1.09 and Q^^IQ, ° 0.9, or r,+i/r, .° 1. 15 and Q^^IQ, " 0.93, respectively.
Near the cylinder surface and in the plume region, the grid spacing chosen was very
fine, as shown in Fig. 1. The position of the outer boundary was moved mward as the
Rayleigh number increased, but the total number of nodal points remained fixed. Nu-
merical tests indicated that when L > 12. 5/Ra (for constaatsurface temperature), the
position of the outer circular bousdar;' for the moderately large Ray'eigh numbers was
sufficiendy distant. This is because Rf far exceeds the boundary layer thickness and the
plume region is fully developed. Numerical tests for Ra -. 105 on grids of 11x21 and
2t x 23 were performed. The results for local and average Nussett numbers at the
constant temperature cylinder surface for different R{ are reported m Table 1, and the
temperature distribution at 9 " 180°, the plume centerlme, is presented in Fig. 2. la
Table 1 it is noted that the local as well as average Nusselt numbers are virtually indisdn-
guishable from one another, while a slight difference in the temperature is barely percep-
tible at the outer boundary. This indicates that although the spacing has been changed by
a factor of about 1.5, the influence on the results is negligible.

The criterion for the steady-state soludon is that the maximum relative change in
flow and temperature fields satisfy

^+1 l'/jlm»
^.z^ <e-2 x 10

(.ylmu

where ^ represents the stream function and temperature.

-s
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ii'

Rg. 1 Coordinate system.

As a further check on the accuracy of the results reported here, an energy balance
has been enjoyed by comparing the heat transfer between each secdon. Mathematically,

ST-^R, dQ
.
Jo 9r i:(ur- 3T

9r
rd9 (RQ < r < Rf) (23)

For a large number of these computadons, the energy balance was satisfied to
within an error of 2%. - -.

TaSAe 1 Influence of Outer Boundary and Mesh Sue on Local and Average Heat Thmsfer Coefficients at
Ra - lO5, ?,, - 1 [Nu " -0773/)J . ;-'.. 3^ .. -;, :^!r. ! -, -;',.. -'.. ;;.:.; .. .,...-

Nu for different values of 9

0.7
1.0
1.5

Mesh size

11 x 21
11 x 21
21 x 23

9.98
9.97
9. 98

46"

9.55
9.55
9. 55

82°

9.04
9.04
9. 04

120°

8.07
8.08
8. 07

150* 176°

5.80
5.81
5. 80

2. 10
2. 11
2. 10

ISO-

1. 94
1.94
1. 94

Nu

7.967
7.9T2
7. 961
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0.6

0.4
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Y/R,
2.5 3.0

Fig. 2 Influence of L, the distance between surface and outer boundary, on temperature distribution at 9 -
180°.

Case i: Uniform Heat Flux

Figure 3 shows the streamlmes and isotherms for Ra* -. 10 and 108. The local
Nusselt number (Nu ° /z£>/% ° 1/TJ distribution is shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2 with a
comparison of the results from [5]. For Ra* ~ 2. 07 X 106 and 6. 3 x 106, the present
results are is good agreement wth the experiments of Qures^ and Ahmad [5] as shown
in Table 2. fThese authors, unfortunately, made no direct comparison between their
experimental and numerical results except in the plume region, where according to
them, the test cylinder did not approach the ideal boundary condition. ) For Ra* - 10s,
106, and 107, the present results are similar to those of [5], the difference in generai
being less than 2%. In the plume, the present Nusselt number results are slightly larger
than those reported in [5], and lower in other regions. For Ra* > 10 the present results
closely approach the results obtained from a boundary layer type solution. Based on the
boundary layer analysis of Wilks [8], ChurchiU [9] suggested a correlation between the
Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers for the uniform heat flux condition, which for the present
case is [5]

Nu - 0.527(Ra*)o-:t

The comparison between the present numerical solutions and this correlation is shown in
Fig. 5. With increasing Rayleigh number, the results closely approach each other. It
appears Aerefore that the boundary layer solutions arc of acceptable accuracy for values
of Ra* greater than about 1(^
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(s)

w

Fig. 3 Isotherms Qeft) and streamlines (right) for Ra*, Pr .-
0. 7: (a) Ra* - 107 (A^ - 5, F^, - 0. 14, and AT -. 0. 02);
(b) Ra* - 10s (At - 10, 7^- 0. 08, and AT - 0. 01).'
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24

Ro*=10a

20

16

Pr =0.7
\

c Ra* ' 6. 3 x 10S(EXPERIMENT)
A Ra*» Z.07 x 106( EXPERIMENT)

NUMERICAL SOLUTION
PRESENT SOLUTION

\

Ra" ' 10

30 60 90 , 120
6

150 180

Fig. 4 Comparison between computed local Nusselt number and experimental data of [5].

Case ii: Isothermal Cylinder Surface

Solutions using the spline techiuque have been obtained for values of Rayleigh
number up to 2 x 107 at a Prandd number of 0.7. In fact, when Ra « 10 , the induced
convection velocities become verv intense with the same order of magnitude as those
obtained in case i with Ra* » 2. 5 X 10s (in fact, Ra* °- Ra x Nu). Figures 6(a) and
6(&) show Ae' streamUnes and isothenns for Ra ° 105 and 2 x 107, respectively. The
radial and tangential velocity distributions atRa - 2 X 10 are shown in Figs. 7 and 8,

Table 2 Comparison Between Present Computed Local and Average Heat Transfer Coefficients and Those
of Ref. [5] (Nu - I/TJ

Nu for different values of 9

Ra"

106

107

10'
2. 5 x 10s

Mesh size

11 x 21

Ref. [5]
11 x 21
21 x 23
Ref. [5]
17 x 31
17 x 31

0°

9. 87
10. 23
15.04
15.02

30°

9. 83
10. 16
15. 00
14. 92

60°

9.60
9.95

14.72
14.67

90°

9.24
9.59

14.08
14.04

120°

8.94
9. 04

13.58
13.59

150s

7.91
7.84

12.28
12.30

15.50 15.39 15.08 14.57 l3.TJ 12.07

ISO"

5.02
4. 85
7. 14
7.23
6. 88

Nu

8.88
9.02

13.57
13.56
13.70

23. 12 22. S4 22. 57 21. 92 20. 85 19. 63 S0. 87 21. 00
28.05 27.34 26. 98 26. 18 25.01 23. !? 12.26 25. 08
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25 /
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15
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. BOUNUAKT LATfcW L»J

10- 10: IQ- 10: IOC 10' IOC
Ra~

Fig. 5 Comparison between present numerical solution and boundary layer solution of [9].

while that for temperature is presented in Fig. 9. For Ra .» 105, the present results are in
good agreement with Kuehn and Goldstein's [3] experiments. Figure 10 shows the com-
parison between the present results and the experimental results, as well as numerically
computed temperatures at 9 " 90° and 180° for Ra - 10' from [3]. In both cases, the
present solution provides unproved agreement with the measured data. The spatial varia-
don of the surface heat transfer coefficient is presented in Fig. 11. Again, satisfactory
agreement with the measured data is evident. Comparison between the computed tangen-
tial velocity profiles forRa - 105 and0 " 90° with the experimental measurements and
numerical results firom [3] is given m Fig. 12. The present results coincide with the
numerical solutions reported in [3] for P! < 3 and agree very well with Aihara and
Saito's [6] measured data forV* < 1 andY* > 4. With increasing Rayleigh number, the
convection increases in strength until at a Rayleigh number of about 2 x 10, the
maximum tangential velocity has mcrcased to about 13 times its value at Ra " 10s,
while the boundary layer thickness has diminished to about 3% of the cylinder radius
(cf. Figs. 6(6) and 10). The comparison between local heat transfer coefficients with
those in [3] for 102 ^ Ra ^ 107is shown m Table 3. The difference between the two
numerical solutions for average Nusselt numbers is less than 2%, but as in case i, the
present results are larger than those of [3] in the plume region, while being lower in
other regions. This difference may be due to the different numerical methods used and
also to the somewhat arbitrary definition employed in [3] as to the position at which the
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(a)

w

Fig. 6 I&otbcnns and streamlines for Ra, Pr - 0.7: (a) Ra ~
1&5 (^ " 5, AT - 0. 1): (&)Ra ~ 2 X I07 (A'ir - 10, whde
A^ .. -0.2 for scparaiion vortices, AT - 0. 1).
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Fig. 7 Radial velocity distribution forRa - 2 X 107.
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g. 8 Ttogenoal velocity dumburioa forRa - 2 X 107.
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Fig. 9 Temperature distribution for Ra - 2 X 10 .

10

change from mflow to outflow occurs. It may be noted here that smular finite-difference
schemes were used in [3] and [5]

Case i;i: SVixsd Bcundap/ Conditions

Figure 13 shows the streamlines and isotherms for Ra** " 2 x 10 at Bi - 1,
10, and "50, while those for Ra** - 4 x 108 arc shown in Fig. 14. The average heat
transfer coefficients are shown as a function of Biot number and Rayleigh number in
Fig. 15. When Bi < 1, the variadon of heat transfer coefficient Nu " -(^)o with
increasing Rayleigh number is not large; however, at larger Biot numbers, this variation
becomes significant, and the convection also increases in strength. The present calcu-
lated tangential velocity promes at0 - 139. 22° (near v^ for Ra** - 107 at different
Biot numbers are shown in Fig. 16. It is clearly seen that an mcreased Biot number
results in stronger convection with an accompanying reduction m both the velocity and
thennal boundary layer thickness, as shown in Fig. 13; for the limiting case of Biot
number tending to infinity, the problem reduces to the case of the isothennal surface.
The numerical results then indicate that for Bi > 500, the surface temperature variation
becomes less than 5% and the mued and isotheraMl boundary conditions become equiv-
alent. Furthermore, when Ra** > 105, the heat transfer coefficient increases rapidly
with increasing Rayleigh number, the convective activity becomes much stronger, and
the boundary layer region becomes very thin. In fact, the present numerical tests indicate
that when Ra** s 2 x 107 and Bi > 500, separadon vortices m the plume region close
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« 7. 1 x 104 [6]

Fig. 12 Comparison between experimental and numericaUy. detemrined tangential velocity atff - 90° and
Ra - 105.

Thbie 3 Comparison Between Present Codputed Local and Average Heat Transfer Coefficients and those
ofRef. [13] [T»- 1, Nu - -(3r/3r)J

Ra

103.

104

105

106

107

2 x 107

present
Ref. [3]
present
Ref. [3]
present
Ref. [3]
present
Ref. [3]
present
Rcf. [3]
present

0°

3. 86
3. 89
6.03
6.24
9. 80

10. 15
16.48
16.99
28.27
29. 41
33.46

30°

3. 82
2. 85
5.98
6. 19
9.69

10.03
16.29
16.78
27. 98

29. 02
33.07

Nu for different vatocs of 9

60°

3.70
3. 72
5. 80
6.01
9.48
9.65

15.95
16. 18
26.95
27. 95
31.92

90°

3.45
3.45
5.56
5.64
8.90
9.02

14.85
15. 19
25. 40
26.20
30.07

120°

2.93
2.93
4.87
4. 82
8. 00
7.91

13.35
13.60
23.00
23.46
27. 18

150"

1.98
2. 01
3. 32
3. 14
5.80
5.29

10.58
9.38

19.68
l6.4<
23.38

180°

1.20
1.22
1.50
1.46
1.94
1.72
2.52
2. 12
4.20
2. 51
5.42

Nu

3.06
3.09
4.86
4.94
7.97
8.00

13.46
13.52
23. 29
23. 32
27.58
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(A)

Fig. 13 Isotherms and sire. imlines for Ra-
0. 7: (a) Bj - 1 (At - :0, ̂ T - 0. 1); ;&) Bi
^r- a. ;).

: x 107, Pr -
SO (^* - 10.
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0.7 (Continued): (c) Bi - 50 (A^ - 10. AT - 0. 1).

FSg. 14 kotlienns and sueamlines for Ra** - 4 x 10*.
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Fig. 15 Influence ofBiot number on average heat transfer coefficient for 102 S, Ra** S Ws.

cylinder surface appear as shown in Fig. 5(&). The corresponding variation of
temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 9. However, it is interesting to note that for
Bi ~ 1, the numerical soludon was contmued up to Ra** - 4 x 10 without any
formation of separadon vortices as shown in Fig. 14. The boundary layer thickness aod
the tangential velocity are of about the same order as for the case of Ra °" 2 x 107, but
the surface temperature is very small.

In order to further investigate the origin of these vortices, computations were first
repeated with a refined grid in order to ascertain, whether theu- cause may be purely
numerical. Even under these conditions, the vortices were persistent, leading to the
conclusion that they originate from the physics of the flow. The higher Biot numbers
result in higher surface temperatures, therefore causing a Benard-type instability with
local convection cells that resemble separation vortices. Detailed computations in the
region between 6 °> 170° and 180° (the vertical plane of symmetry) indicated that the
average radial temperature along the line ff ." 170° was larger than that along 0 «-. 180°.
It seems reasonable to speculate that therefore a son of "minicavity" with one sidewall
hotter thaii the other is formed, leading to the circulation. An examination of the local
Nusselt nuEQtwrs in the vicinity of the separation region indicates that they plunge steeply
when vordces are present, while when the vortices are absent, there is still a drop in the
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Nusselt numbers, although it is much less marked. The vortices therefore act to transport
heat from the hotter to the cooler regions, thus reducing the surface heat transfer. This
phenomenon wiU be further discussed in a subsequent report.

For this case, the present authors have not been able to locate published numerical
or experimental results for puqroses of comparison. A more mteresting case with practi-
cal applications, where the natural convection flow outside the cylinder is combined with
a forced convection flow inside the cylinder, merits attendon. In such a case, the speci-
filed boundary conditions on the external and internal surface heat transfer fonn a cou-
pled system.

CONCLUSSONS

This paper has reported on the results of a numerical investigation into the natural
convection flow around a heated horizontal cyUnder at various Rayleigh numbers using
multistep spline integration techniques. A general fomiulation to treat mixed boundary
conditions usiag cubic splines has been presented. This fonnuladoa is easily iacorpo-
rated into the solution procedure. AU results were computed on a personal computer
using unequaUy spaced grids that provided good results with a minimum number of
computational points. Some new computations at very high Rayleigh numbers indicate
the existence of attached "separadon" vortices in the downstream plume region, the
appearance of these vortices being dependent on the values of the Biot number. The
numerical scheme presented here appears to be versatile, so that a large range ofcompu-
tadons may be made. Solutions for the transient phase of natirral convection wiU be
presented in a later report.

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Bi-^00

i» 50

8i ' 10

Bi'l

0.0
0.00 0.05 0. 10 0. 15 0. 20 0. 25 0. 30 0. 35

Y/RO

Fig. 16 'fangcnual velocity profiles at 9 ~ 139. 22° and Ra** - 107 for various Bi.
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CHAPTER III

TRANSIENT LAMINAR NATURAL CONVECTION

FROM HORIZONTAL CYLINDERS
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INTRODUCTION

In this Chapter, the unsteady laminar natural convection flow from a heated

horizontal cylinder under diverse surface boundary conditions has been inves-

tigated numerically. Although the laminar natural convection from horizontal

cylinders has been extensively investigated analytically, numerically and experi-

mentally as mentioned in Chapter II, most prior work has concentrated on steady

state situations with either a specified surface temperature or a uniform surface

heat flux. Studies on transient free convection have been much less abundant.

The great majority of studies reported in the literature were concerned with ge-

ometries such as vertical cylinders or plates. Unsteady natural convection frona

horizontal cylinders has not been extensively treated.

To this author's knowledge, transient solutions of the complete Navier-Stokes

and energy equations for high Rayleigh numbers have not yet been reported. It

appears that the primary diffici.dty to be overcome by the nnmerical procedure

is the manner in which the outer (artificially imposed) boundary conditions,

particularly the thermal condition at the outflow boundary of the plume is to be

specified.

In the present investigation, a scale analysis to theoretically predict the types

of flow and heat transfer patterns that can develop near the cylinder surface has

been introduced. Some characteristics of the boundary layer obtained with this
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scale analysis have been compared with the numerical results. The development

of the plume region as well as the surface heat transfer and local flowfield have

been evaluated. At small times, the present numerical solutions approach the

boundary layer results and are in good agreement with the results from the scale

analysis. Some advantages of spline techniqueare that a variable grid spacing may

be used, the method is of high accuracy, requires fewer grid points for a given

problem and can therefore be used on a personal computer since core storage re-

quivement are economised. In addition, due to the various formulations possible,

i.e. using the variable, its first derivative or its second derivative as the "oper-

ational variable , higher order boundary conditions may be easily incorporated

into the numerical scheme.

All results have been obtained using a personal computer. Computational

results have been obtained for a range of Rayleigh numbers between 0. 1 to 2 x

10 . Good agreement with published experimental and numerical data has been

obtained. Overshoot and oscillatory behavioiir of the local Nusselt numbers have

been observed which decay as the steady state is approached. This has been

associated with fluid inertia effects. At high Rayleigh numbers, the appearance

of separation vortices, which are subsequently formed, shed and reformed when

Ra > 5 x 107, has been noted. A more detailed study of the development of the

plume region, using computed particle trajectories has been reported.

The principal results of this investigation have been published in the follow-

ing paper:

Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer, Vol. S4, No. 6, pp. l429-1442. (1991)
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Abstract-The unsteady lanijpar oqrural convection Sow from a heated horizoctal cylinder under diverse
surface boundary conditions is mvcstizaied numerically using the spline fracrional siep method. Some
characterisucs of the boundary layer obtained wiifa a scale anajyas are compared with the aumencal
results. The development of the piume rceion as well as the surface hcai cransfer and local flow field are
evaluated. At ""'II limes, the present numerical soiutions approacil che bouadaiy layer results and are 1"
good agreement with ihe results from die scale analysis. A more deiaiied study of the developmeBt of the
plume region, using computed parucie trajeciories is reported. All rcsulu are obtained using a persosal
computer. QuaUiauve comparisons between the present rcsulis and flow visuaiizauon experimeau paniaily

verify the niuaerieal results.

INTRODUCTION

TWO-DIMENSIONAL laminar natural convection from
horizontal cyiindere has been extensively investigated
analMically. numericaUy and experimenuUy. Most
priorwork has concsnuaied on suady-staie situations
with either a specified surface temperanire or a uni-
form surface heat flux. Thus Kuehn and Goldstein [I]
nuaerically solved the complete Navier-Stolus and
energy equations for laminar natural convection from
a horizontal isothermal cylinder using a finite-differ-
eacs iccnnique. Farouk and Guceri P] atiacked the
same problem for unifonn as well as non-umforaa
surface temperature and heal fimc disiribunons on the
cylinder. Quresiu and Ahmari [3] provided numerical
solutions for a horizontal cylinder with uniform heat
flux using a technique ninilar 10 that indicated in rcf:
[1]. The auAors [4] recenUy rcponed on an exiensive
numerical study of the iaT"'"ar natural convection
flow from a heaied horizoatal cylinder using a newly
devcioped spline fracaonal step technique [5].

The Uteratiire on transient free coavccrion studies
is much less abundant. The great majohty of studies
reponed in the Uieranire are concerned with ge-
omemes such as vertical cylinders or piaies. Typically,
an iniiially pure coaducaon situauon is followed
by a convectivc transiuoa regime m which leading
edge effecu become dominaDt- Finally, a ttansiat
approach to a steady sute occurs. Uasuady natural
convecuoa from a horizontal cylinder has not been
extensively tmted. A perusal of the ciirrent Uierature
oa the subject indicates Aat very few studies have
been realized in which an attempt is made to define
the typi cal charaaeristics of the problem. An acpcr-

iinenial study by Osuoumov [6] reponed on the de-
velopment of die convicnon rcgixne imuated by a
sudceniy heaicd fine wire. Vesi and Lawson [~] also

rcponcd on a similar experiment. Parsons and Mul-
iigan [8] prescnied experimental data for the transient
free convecuve heat transfer from a horizontal wire
in air. An eariy anaiytical study, using the boundary
layer approxiinarion and series continuation for small
time was estabiished by EUiott [9]. He considered large
Grasbof numbers and derived solutions for the su-eam
funcoon and the temperanire field. Values of the skin
friction and heal cansfer coefficient obained for small
rime were Aen exuapolated to infinite ame co preaict
their final suady-siate values. These results are of
course, invalid in the plume region where 'Ae bound-
aiy layer assumption breaks down. Based on rat. [9],
Gupia and Pop [10] performed a pemu-baiion analy-
sis of the boundary layer equations for the unsteady
free convecaon past a circular cyUnder m order 10
esnmaie the influence ofciuvamre effects on the sur-
face beat iransier as well as on the skin fricuon. Todr
resuiis indicated ihai the curvature leaas to in in-
crease in both skin fricuon and heat aansfer rate trom
the surface of the cyiinder. In a study simiiar w that of
ref. [8], Katagiri and Pop [II] reported numerical
solutions to the unsteady free convecuon for an iso-
thermal horizonul cylinder the temperature of which
is suddeiily increased to a large Grashof number. Sako
el al. [12] presented numerical soiutions to the waa.-
sient natural convecuon from a horizonul cylinder at
low Rayldgh numbers using a hybrid grid. Taeir
results for the mean Nusselt numbers at steady suie
agree fairly well with those of Kueha and Co^dsiein
[f]. Genceti [13] presented experimental data ror tiie
onset of convection ia water around a horizoat.il cyl-
inder subjected 10 a. constant sunace heal flux. A
critical Rayidgh niunbcr which dennes ihe onset of
convccaon was reported. Most reorntiy. Song [14]
published some numerical resuiu of iraasent narural
convection around a horizontal wire under a consuuit

1429
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NOMENCLATURE

D cylinder diameter
c era\liaiional accsieraiioa
k local heal transfer cocffiden;
k fluid thermal conducavirv

L dimeasionless radial disuncs between
cylinder surface and outer boundan-
of solution domain

Au Nusselt nmnber, HDIk
p' pressure
fr Prandt] number, /2/B
q' surface heat flux
r dimennonless radial coordinate, r'jD
r radial coordinate

Ra Rayleigh nuinber, ̂ Z)3(r.. - r^)/^a
Re* modified Rayleigh number, g^q'D'lka.ii
: dimensionless time, I'a/D1 (* signifies

steady state almost auained)
r ume

T dimensioaless lemperaiure
7" tsmperanire
7.. lemperaiure of ck'linder surface
T^ icmperatUTc of ambient fluid
u dimcnsioaiess radial veiocity,

UDjs.
U radial velocit}', positive outwards
L'* modified dimensionless radial veiocity,

UDI(s Ra"-'-1)
r dimensionless angular vclociiy, t-/Dja

I angular velocity, posiuve
counterclockwise

^ inodified dimensioniess aneuiar vsiociiy.
frDI(a Ra")

Y radial distance from cviinder surface

r" (v A;°-")/2?.

Greek svmbols

a thermal diffusiviq'
^ coeflBdent ofthenna] expansion
Or thidcness of the thermal boundary' layer
<?v thickness of the viscous laver
8 angular coordiaaie; zero is downward

vertical, positive counia-.ciocicwise on
right half of cylinder

fi kinematic viscosity
T mne scale for the form of Ac tbennal

boundan' laver

T< delay ume
<F dimensioniess stream function
Q dimeasionless vortidiy.

Superscript
average value-

Subscripts
i, j noda] positioiis in the radial and angular

direcuons, respecuvely.

heal fiux using a finite difference method. His study
however, w-as carried out only at low Ravleieh num-
bcrs (O.I;<Afl* <20). Funhermore, a physicaUy
unrealistic boundary condition imposed at the ouicr
limit (i.e. T = 0 at r sc x) of his compuutional
domain would probably lead to numerical difficuliiss
at high Raylrich number compuiauons.

To the authors' knowledge, transient soiuiions of
ihe complete Na\-ier-Siokes and cners' equaiioiu for
uigii Rayleigh numbers have not yet been reponed. It
appears that the priinan- difficulty to be overcome by
the numerical procedure is the manner in which the
ouier (arufidally imposed) boundan' conditions, par-
ticularly the thermal condition at ihe outflow bound-
an' of the plume is to be specified. A commoniy used
condition for the steady-sute problem is to assume
thai ibs lempcraiure gradient nonnaJ to Ac pseudo
boundao' is zero, thiu impl}Tng that the heat uansfer
is dominated by convective movement rather dian
by conduction [1]. This obviously requires thai the
outflow v-ciodties are suffidcntly large, a condition
thai is probably satisfied within the scope of the
sieady-suic case, since the plume reaon is fully
de\-elopcd. For ibs tranaenl riy howtver. before the
full development of the plume, the validity of this
assujapuon is not at aB obvious.

Consequently, the present invesugaiion is devoted
to the numerical simulation of Uie iransieni laminar
natural conveaion flow aboui a finite borizonul cvl-
inder for a corapieie range ofRayirigh numbers using
th; spline method presenied in ref. [4]. Tne advaniages
of this tsebnique arc that a \-ariabie grid spacing may
be used, Aus obviating the need for hybrid grids w-ith
their anendani inierpolanons: it is of high accurac}-:
requires fewer a-id poinu for a given problem and
can tberefore be used on a personal computer. In
addition, due to the various fomnilatioiu possible, i. e.
usinc the variabis, its first derivative or i'.? second
derivative as the "operaiiona! variable', hisher order
boundao- conditions can be easily inco-po-sied inio
the numerical scheme [15]. Compuiatior. al results
have been obtained for a rane; of Ravlrich numbsrs
beru'een 0. 1 and 2 x 107.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The natural convection flow from a horizonul crl-
inder is governed by the continuity eauaiion. As iwo-
dimcuioaaJ NavicT-Siokes equation and ihe inerey
sqiuiion. In n'lindrical polar coordinates. Ary ̂ k;
llae following fonn:
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continuity

cu_' , u' ^ ]_ ec'
^-+7-r7?e=o (1)

and

momentum, in the radial (r) direction

v1 1 Sp'
r' p or'

cu . cu c oc

St' ' ~ cr ' r' 59

-5cos8[i-^(r-rj]

^^^y-y-
momentum, in ±e circumferenoa] (ff) direction

ec' , rr' c' Of' u'p' 1 cp
'r 7^ ~ 7: ~^S+ ~~3a '^

n«-
ĉr-

-= 1

?»-!
or

on the cylinder surface and

V^v °-s-0

Ct' r' cQ r pr' £8

-?sine[i-^r-r. )]

on the lines of svmmein/.

At the inflow renon (u < 0)

^«o»r.
or

a=-

fc'-C . ICF-. C- . 1 C:V' . 2 cu\ ..,
~tl['^'''7;'^;~"^+7!W7^-j6) w on the oudiow region (u > 0)

1 c'-f
7W

enerey

cT- ^ . cT-
77~U77-

c' cT'
r' c9

c'-r . \ ST i .c'-r>
~-5^+7-'iT-7T-i^)- (4)

The non-dimensional equauons in stream funcuon
and vonidiy form (using the Boussinesq approxi-
mation for the body forces) may be written as

7:ly = -n

cn cn p ca
--u^-----^=prvla
£l '~cr ' rcQ

-P!-Ra[sia9--cos8--^
\^~~ ~ cr . ----, gg

G±^al^°l^T
S: '~6r ' rc8

(5)

(6)

(7)

. ^=0. ^=-^S.
or " " r- cQ-

(10)

(ID

(1=)

For the tsmperature boundary condiuoti, aiicmpts
were made to develop a modified relation dial may
better express the intrinsic feature of the transient
flow, without success. In the present study therefore.
the commonly used boundary condition for outflow,

i.e. a zero temperature gradient normal to the pseudo
boundary- has been adopted

?=°.
or

(13)

with

Fortunaiciy, numerical tesu indicated [4] Aat dur-
ing ihe transient sate it higher Rayleigh number?
when the outflow boundary is far enough away from
the cylinder surface, its influence oa both the hdt
transfer and Suid flow near the surface of Ac cyiuider

is negligible, and the convccrion effecu always domi-
nate over conduction so that the latier can 'oe usuaUy
negiected. A detailed ducussion of this point will be
presented in a forthcoming repon.

and

7^=r, -lf.. 1 c;
r cr r~ co'

i c'y
r SB'

SV
0 = ---.

(8)

(9)

Soundarv conditions

Sine; the Sow is symmetric about a vertical plane
passing '.hroueh the axis of the cylinder, only the half-
plane need be considered. The boundary condidons
uea become

u-ca. 'y-o

NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The spline fractional step method (SFSM) [5] was
used to generate an algorithm resulting in a tri-
diagonal system containing riAer funcu'on values or
first derivarives at the grid points. The essenaal feaiure
of this meihod is that at each computational siep.
the problem is treated as a one-dimcnsional case in
impiidt form so that only one tridiagonal matnx sys-
lan needs to be evaluated. The SFSM schemes repre-

seaung Ac governing eqiiatioiu (5)-<~) "'d ihe
boundary condiuon imposed at Ac outer drcuiar limit
have been r-poned in detail in ref. [4] and will -Jien-
fore sot be elucidated further.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Scale imalvsis

Before solnne equations (5)-T7) numericaliv. it is
useful 10 rciy on pure scaling argumsnu to theor-
eusaliy predici the types of flow and beat transfer
patiems that can develop near the cyunder surface.
Tn; scale anaiysis foUows that due to Panerson and
Imbergcr [16] for the aauual convecuon flow in a
rectangular cavity.

Immediately after the stan of heaung (/' = 0), the
fluid bordering die cyiinder surface is motionless, so
that the energy equation (4) expresses a balance
between thermal inerria and conduction nonnal to the
c>'linder surface. Taking AT", l' and S-r as the scales
of changes on T', t' and the radial coordinate r' in
equation (4) and assuming c-T/or'2 » c'ST'/S9: ajid
T y> S-, the following reiarion may be obtained from
equation (4):

So

Ar Ar

?- o-r

<5r- -(U-}'1

(14)

(15)

The healed layer Sy wiD naturally tend to rise alone
the c'.-iinder wall. As in ref. [17] the velocity scale of
Uus ungenua] motion may be obtained from the ru'o
momentum equau'ons (2) and (3) by eiiminaung the
prsssiire and reuining the doininanl terms. For
Pr > \ (marginally i-alid for Pr a 1 [17]). from the
balance beweea buo\-ane;- force and \'iscous force,
the initial tasgenual velodt}- scale is

?^=Ar sin B ,

/<
(16)

Comparine with Ac vertical velocity scale for th:
resunguiar cavity [16]. ii may be seso that the differt
encs anses just in the tmn sin 6 inside the coiSdenL
since the dependence of tancenual velodiy wil] ob\i-
ousi; depend on position 9.

Tne buoyancy- forces act to accelerate the fluid onlv
over ue uuekness &T ; heal is being convecied inio
this la>-er by the langenual velocity equauon (16).
and th; layer will coniinue to grow until the hiai
concucicd in from the boundan' balances thai con-
vec'.ic away. For the prcssni case, the convection term
is of th; order of(c'A7~/^i:) and Uie conducaon lerm
is oflhe order of(zA!~'/<5^-), thus

c'Ar a^r

"rKs (17)

?Ar5r-~a^^s.

This r-iaiion, in fan, expresses the above balance.
Hers r' .-prcseau tfle average angenual veiodty

If'.. - ;
r;=^| r'de~=

r-Jii ~ s:

-48-
; gB^T'a ,

i-rom equation (16) we obtain

T. D1
'-~-^^-"

and

<5r~^J D}ia-a-:!
or in duneasionless form

and

r~^-e-s

5^(tj'SRa-°

(IS)

(19)

Here, T represenu the urae scale of the Uiermal bound-
ar\' layer formed. It is iaieresung to nois that this urn;
scale difTers by a factor ofi!/2 over that (^ ~ Ra~o-s'i
for a reaangular caviw wid height D and horizocu]
length D. This is because the fluid panicles move alons
the cylinder surface in the boundan,' iaver.

For the case of the constant beat flux surface bound-
an- condition, taking into account the relation Re' =
RaNu and the correiaiion A'u = O.SOO(^c') °. '"-'
[3], the following relation may be obtained from
equauon (18):

1.4(^a-)- (18-)

Tne viscous layer is governed by an insrual-v-iscous
balance. From equation (3), the thickness of the v-is-
cous layer is aboui th; order of(^°-i<'o-s), i.e.

S, ~ /i0-^"-5 (;0)

thus

d, -^"^ (;I)

which is 'Lhs sam; reiaiion as for a reczaneuiar ea\'i;y

Numerics! solution

Numerical results have bein obiainici for vanous
oouncan' conditions. In this paper. due 10 spac; i!.-ni-
tauons, the transient flow and lemperaiure fislds and
heat transfer results will be discussed principally for
th; isothermal surface boundary condition althou_2h
some compuuiioas for the constant hsal Sux case
have also been presented.

The ume dependent non-linear coupled partial
difTercnua] equations were solved by considering an
('.-6) grid II x;I, 21 x23, or 17x31 on a noa-usi-
fonn mesh with r,., /r, a 1.30 and 9^^6, = O.S7 or
'-,. i, r, - 1. 10 and S,. ,/8, - 0.91 or r,. i/r, = 1. 15 and
9... i/ff; - 0.93. respecuvely. Near the cyluicer surface
and in ;he plume recion, a very fine grid sparing was
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chosen. (T'ae angular coordinate 9 is measured from
the lower ̂ .mmetry line, posiuve counterclockwise on
ue right half of the cylinder.) The change from inflow
to outflow is compuud automatically as in ref. [4]
with no speciaJ assumption being required. The time
sicp used in the present caiculauon was. in general,
A/= }0/Jia for Ac voracity and energy- equations
while the stream funcrion equation was solved in false
caasicnc form.

Smdl lime solution. At time r = 0, Uie temperature
at the surface is increased suddenly frona T» to F.
and maintained at this value. Heat is uansferred
iniiially by pure conduction to the surrounding
medium and for all Rayldgfa uumbcrs, this initial
conductive phase is eharaaerizcd by conccnuic cireies
for the isothcnns u the axial plane, until a ccruia
critical time is reached. Figures I asd 2 show a typical
sequence of the different stages of deveiopmeat at
A; ~ 10 Qow Rayidgh number) and 107 (bieh Ray-
leigh number). Patterns simUar to Fig. 1 have been

-49-
observed in experiments usiug a heated wire [7]. For
companson with the experimental daa of Genceli
[I3], a corresponding numerical solution compatible
with a cylinder diameter of 25 mm was obtained with
A:* = 745000 and a = 1.43 x 10-' for water at an
ambient temperature of 20°C. The isotherm patterns
are presented in Fig. 3 for differeat times. They are
m very good agreement with GcncsK's paoioeraphs
using iatcrferomeiry. According to equauon (18'), for
the present case :. ~ 22 and ̂  -20 (his definition).
Comparing the present results with the experiments
ofref. [I3], the present resulu have been computed at
tunes slightly advanced with respect to Ac exper-
uncnis. as snown in Fig. 3.

A comparison between the present results and the
Experuneaul temperature profiles [13] at the top of
ue cylinder is presented in Fig. 4. The agreement is
very good for specific values of critical delay tine as
well as for the development suge. However, beyond
this critical period, a uansient region is subsequently

-. - 0.3 ''-. 15

FIG. 1. Isoihcnns (rigAt) and sireamiines (left) at differtnc siagss ofdeveiopment for Ai » 10 and Pr ~ O."
(Af- landAr«0.1).

0 .

^

0.0022 3.0E2 . o. acz

FIG. ̂ . IsoUienns (nghl) and suumiines ilefs) at diffcren: suges of devciopmrai for Ra - !0; and fr . 0.7
(A>i'";OandAr-0. 1).
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(1)
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t-*0 » 8-61. 4 f<5 « B-78. 0 f50 I R-S7^ 1-60 . R-140. 4 t-75 . B-I19.*

(b)
FIG. 3. (a) Isotherms at different staeis of dsvriopment for K.:' = 745000 and /'r= 7.01 (Ar=0.:).

(b) CorrespoDdiag experiment iron ref. [13].

formed wlh convecdve effects where particles sun
rising towards the top of the cyliDder. This phenom-
enon has also been observed in the experimeau of
Parsons and Mulligan [8] and this period of time
called ue 'delay tuae" u dcnoied by T<. Numerical
issu indicate thai the value of ', is siightly greaier
tJaaD the T obumed from a scale analysis. Funher-

more, when ; =; T, the tbermai boundary layer (Aick-
ness at first reaches iu equilibrium (steady stale) value
(except for the plume region) ; Aen overshoou lo a
slighdy greaier Uiickness (acained at ; » -e} and
finally backs down to its sicady-suie position. This
phsnomenon becomes more accentuated at iow R.ay-
leigfl numbers. For example, the variauon of icm-
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FIG. -t. Comparison betiueen numerieally compuied lod Experimrat. illy measured tcnperaiure profiles [!3]
at the cop of the CTlinder.

peraiure profiles at different times for ̂  = 90° and
Ra^ 10 is extubiied m Hg. 5(a). It is clearly seen Aat
.Ac temperature profile at a dimensionless time of
; = 0.9 first approaches its sieady-state thickness, then
subsequently overshoots to its maximum value at
about: » 3-5 while Ae corresponding average Nusselt
number on the cylinder surface atuins iu minTmiim
value (Fig. 5(b)), and then finally becomes thinner

at the steady state. (~nns behaviour has also bees
obssrved by Parsons and Mulliean [S] at low Rayicien
numbers who call it the 'overshoot' of the steady saie.)

Figure 6 indicates the comparison bewesn uie
boundary layer soiuuons of ref. [12] and the present
results for Ae ungenual velocity pronles at 8 = 90°
for Ra = 10'. CTae parameter [" has besn deanec ID
ref. [12] as 2(lPrAa)°-23(". ) The radial temperature

1.0 3.0

«*. 10 . Pr- 5.7

g . »<r

'.".f

u 6
Y*

i (b)
2.4

1. 3-i

1. 2-i

0. 6-1

10 . !t

Pr . 3.7

12 15
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---PRESENT COMPUTATION

REFERENCE [ll]

-3'--

V/V/^/prRB

0.25

/'
/.

Y*/(Pr)''

FIG. 6. Computed UBgmiiaJvelodn'pro&ies compared with boundan-layer resulu for Ai= 10*. ?r= 0.7
and 6 = 90; at various times.

profiles at 6=0° are found to be vinually indis-
lincuishable from those in rcf. [12] and have not been
reproduced here. However, the marked difference
between the velodty profiles at small umes is hardly
surprising, sines it is well lcnown tlial the boundary
layer assumptions break down when the \"iscous
boundao' layer is weak or nonexistent.

It is inierestine to now that for Ra = }0* ihe ther-
mal boundan- lavcr was fonned when I ~ 0. 001 S. This

\-alue coinddes wlh Aat of T from the scale analras
fin fan, . ~ r.flRa-" - 0.0016). For Ra = 10s and
lO7. the time taken to form the thermal boundar>-
layer is about ; ~ 0.005 and 0.00056, respectively;
which compares favourably with ibe correspondiDE
values frona a scale analysis of T ~ 0.0049 and 0.0005.
Thes; results demonsuaie thai equation (18) obtained
from Use scale anal\-sis, is a reliable guide in predicting
Ibs duralion of the transient time of Uie pure con-
duction sag; for hicher Rayleigh numbers.

The overshoot phenomenon. Figures "(a) and Co)
ar; the profiles of lemperamre and tanesntial v;loc;iy
for diffe.-sni umes at 9 = 13;' and Jta = 10s. TR;
.overshoot' behaviour is more e\'idsnt and it is sasy

to see that the fluid partides rotate whii; rising. Th;
Bszaiivc V at large \-alues of Y' in Fig. 7(b) implies
just such a redrculation.

It is important to note that for higher Rayleigh
numbers Ac "overshoot' phenomenon is su-ong in the
region 120° <9 < 170°. Panicularly for^a = 107, Ac
maximum 'overshoot' ocean near 8 " 160°. At Ais
sues. Ac diffusion of heat from the surface dominatw

ovet any convecuve cflccu so that the buo;'anc\' fortes
aci 10 acseleraie only the fluid wiihio the aarrow ther-
mal region <5r. Once convcctioo suru however, frish

fluid is entrained into the heated region so that its
lemperature is reduced with an accompanvins
reduction in body forces. The overshoot behaviour is

therefor; most Ukeiy caused by fluid insrua efiecu. In
order to further asceruin the deuils of the initiauon

of the coD\-ection regime, numerical experimsnu usinc
panicle trajectories were performed. Tne resulu (to
be discussed later) indicate that as soon as ihe ism-
peraiure of the cylinder surface is raised from 7. to
T», paniclss adjoining the cylinder sunace ai 6 = 90s
commence moving and follow a paA approximaieiy
tangential to riie surface of the cyiinder until the;-
approach the top (. 9 = 180°) where ue\- separate and
form a weak redrculaung vonex region as shoun in
Figs. 1 and 2. It must be emphasized uiat during this
whoie tracsienl process, the velodues invoivec are
sxtrcmeiy low. Inieresunely, the expeciec movemeni
of fluid panicles near the top ofihe c>-und;r occurs at
t > .;, that is, the development of the plume reeion
lags behind the formation of the thermal bouncan-
lavcr. This means that the onset of CT'otion results

from the natural convecuon along th; app.-OMmaisiy
verucal poruons of the cylinder surface niar 6 = 90s
and not from a Benard type convective insubility in
the suueally unstable conduction lempe.-aiure pronle
near 9 =180°.

The development of the phone region. The devel-
opment of the plume region is prssenied in further
dcuil for ^3» 10' in Fig. S. With die progress
of ume, conveciive effects becorac increasingly
dominanL V>Tien / > T. i.e. after Uie bouncan' layer

has formed, the tangential veiociiy continues ;o
increase. This increase in convecuon causes dsvsl-

opmsnl of Use plum; region. The upward Sow aiong
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FIG. 8. Traasienl isotherms and sueainiiae. for Ka - 10* ,ud °r - 0. 7 (A*" . 10 ud AF = 0-:).

the surface of the cylinder uansporu heated fluid to
Ac top of the c/linder and gradually forms a disunct
leraperaiure front bcrwecn ihe heated fluid and the
uahcaied ambient as shown in Figs. 2 and S. At tfae
transient stage, the fluid at the lop of Ac cylinder
detaches iuelf and rises wliile rotaang at the same
ume because of viscous cflects. At a higher Rayleigfl

number, the rotation is quite svident and ue leacing
edge of the healed fluid ronns a 'mushroom' F^ue.Ti
which gradiuily dczrades inio the anal (sieacy, ! suie
tons of a convecuon plume. At very hi&h R.iyieiaa
aumber (about Ai . 5 x 10'). small scparauon vor-
aces. symmemcaily disposed aear --be ;op sunac; at
the cylinder are formed, grow moderateiy. are shed
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(a) (b)

Q

/ /
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Fie. 9. Panide uajcciorics at differmt times for Ac - 10': (a) l ~ 0.006; (b) l 0.01.

into the plume and then reformed again with this
sequence repealing itself. (At the present time. it is
unclear whether this radier interesting behaviour is
due to deficiencies in the model (the use of a symmetric
half-plane for example) or wheriier ii is a physically
realisuc phenomenon.)

The panicle trajectories presented in Fig. 9 provide
other means with which to analyse the development
of the fluid patterns for Ka^\0*. For low Rayleigh
numbers (Ra < 10), partides rise with almost no
rotation anywhere. However, at higher Rayleigh num-
bers, panicles which initially arc within the region of
90° < 6 ,< 270° (except inside the boundary layer and
at the vertical line) rise while rotating simultaneously.
For example, trajectories of panicles initially placed
along a radial line at S a I56°are presented in Fife. 9.
It is interesting to note that particles close to the
cylinder surface have fairly stable paths after they are
entrained into the boundary layer as shown in the left
half of the figure (at the line 6 a 325C or 9 « 35°).
These trajectories are in basic qualitative agreement
with experisnental observations [6].

Local and average Nusselt numbers. The time vari-
ation of local surface Nusselt numbers for Ai = 10 ,
10s and 10' is shown in Figs. 10 and 11 (a) and (b).
For Ra " 104, comparison between the present results
and those of Sako el al. [12] are presented. The agree-
ment is quite good.

In general, at the initial stage, the local Nussell
numbers are unifonnly distributed since heat trans-
mission is by conduction. With time, convecuon
begins to set in so that for Afl- 10' alt - 0.0012, tbe

maTiT niim difference bcwccn the Nusselt numbers is

about 20% indicating that conveciive effects are
becoming significant. Finally at steady sute. ihere is
about a 84% difference between the value of ;Vu ai the
top and at the bottom of the cylinder. The "overshoot
behaviour although present, is less marked than thai
ai low Raylrigh number.

The lime variation of Ac mean Nusselt numbers at
die cylinder surface for different Rayleigh numbers is
presented in Fig. 12. For lower Rayleigh numbers they
are in good agreement with the results presented in
rcf. [12], however, due to space linuutions they have
not been reproduced here. Since the cylinder surface
temperature mcreases suddenly from 7"«, 10 7'.. the
sianing heat transfer coeffidents are initially large,
then decrease quickiy as the thickness of the thenna!
region grows until it reaches its minunum valucand
then increases again until it gradually aliaias its steady
stale. The lower Ac Rayleigh number, the more pro-
nounccd is the 'ovenhoot'. For example, values range
from about 17% of steady state at /to= 1 to about
2% for Ai - 10'. After the 'overshoot' and before
attaining a sieady slate, the values otNu at the higher
R^ylsigh numbers sufTer very small oscillations that
are almost impossible lo detect in the figures. It is
possible that this eflTect is caused by fluid inenia efl'ects
that lag behind the body forces driving them, so thai
the steady state of even the velocity field is attained in
an oscUlatory manner and not in smooth monoionic
fashion.

For lower Rayleigh numbers, a boundary layer can-
not be fonned and convection is relauvely weak, so
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Lha; conaucuoa effects are dominant excspt far away
frora Ibr c^'und;' surfac;. However, at hiehcr Ray-
leieA number, the effect of conducdon is in geaeral.
limited to Ac boundary layer; outside ttas layer coo-
vecuon effeca are always dominant.

The influence of Prandd number Pr on ;Vu is

shown in Fig. 12(a) for Ra . 10i. The higher the
P-andtl number, ihe higher the value of ue Nussctt
numoers.

'^'arvstion of surface oomciiy. FigurtS [3 (a) and (b)
show the "uCie variation of the vorudw disinbuQon

on tAe cylinder surface for Ra » 10' and ;OT, respec-

tiveiy. For tugaer Rayieigh numbers, the 'ovsrshoot'
phenomenou is strong in Ae rang; of 120" < 8 < I "0s
instead of in the range of90° <6 < 150'' [11] obser.'ed
at lower R.ayleizh numbers. It is evident that in
increase in Ra causes not oniy an incrsasc m Ac

\-alue of the vorocry but also causes the rane* of Ac
'overshoot' to shift towards the venical. It is ;ater-

esiing to note Aat at the initial suge, "-he surface
vorticiiy increases everywhere, however al'ter i csn.sin
urae (( > -) the values of vorodty decrsase suicUy
in -±e range of i~0° <9< i80° for Ra ? i0s. uiis
decrease becoming more pronounced "Ac higner ..he
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Rayleigh number. tt'ben ̂ c > 10' a counter-rouiing
vonsx is formed near the top of Ac cylinder. This
appears to be due to the following causes: on the one
hand in the region near die top of Ae cylinder the
heat iransfer is relatively low so Aat the buoyancy
force and ibersfore the rise velocity associated with it
becomes quite weak: on the oAer hand when
Re ̂  10' the conveciion becomes very strong and
resulu in a local heated recion close to '±e surface
near 8 « 170° so that a horizontal invKse lemperaiure

gradient (whish niay be a direct causa of lh; eounicr-
routing vonex) is formed. Whea Ra> 5-x\0' the
final steady counter-rotaiing vonex cannot be
obiained, however the phenomenon where it fonisi-.
is then shed and reforms has been observed. Ii MS

also been noted that at high Rayie:eb narsbers, under
constant heat 9ux or smaU 3iot number surfac;

boundary' conditions, ihe counier-rouunc von:x mzy
be formed in ibe transient siaee. bul an.iily disa:'-

pears, since the beat transfer coeffidsnu near -.he ;op
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of the c\-linder are reiativeiy large compared wth the
isothennal case.

Instaaiiiiy. A rather interesung numsrisal feature
has been observed during the deveiopmeat of the
piume region. For high Raylrigh numbers, for ex-
ample ^0 10', the plume flow behaves in a lami.
nar fashion below a cenain cfaaracieristic distance
measured vertically from the top of the cylinder. How.
ever, beyond this distance, the temperature distri-
buiion exhibits some osdllations, iadicateti in Fig. 8
(; = 0.006), Aat caa eventually cause instability in
the numerical procedure. In particular, for Rayleigh
numbers excseding I07 at large values of the dimm-
aonless disunce L (for example, r > I), difficulties
were encountered in attempts to obtain a convergent
numerical solution. Tnis is possibly a prciude to the
development of the transitioa from lajninar Sow to
lurbuience.

CONCLUSIONS

The uaiisieni aatural convection from a circular,
horizontal cylinder has been studied numerically using
spline integration techniques. Good azreement with
published experimenui and numerical data has been
obtained. Overshoot ud oscillatory behaviour of the
local Nusselt numbers have been observed whica
decay as Ac Steady sute is approached. This has besn
associated with fluid inertia effects. At hieh Rayleisn
numbers. Uie appearance of separation voroccs.
which are subscquendy formed, shed and reformed
when Ra> sx I07, has been noted.
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CONVECTION NATURELLS LAMINAIRE VARIABLE AL'TOL'R DE CYUNDRES
HORJZONTAUX

Resuax-La convection aaiureUe laminains variable aulour d'un cylindre chaud horizontal avcc diver«s
condiuoiu aiu Umites est eiuaice numcriqueracnt cn uuiisaat une mcthode spline a echelons fracuoimcls.
Queiques caracterisiiques de la couche liinile. oblcnues avec un; analyse d ecbeile, sonl comparees aux
resului^aumeriques. On evaiue 1c dcvtioppemrat dc la regioc de panache aussi biea que 1c caamp'looi
d'ecouicnnit el 1c truufert Aennique en surfaca. Pour Is icnpi peuu. les soluuons aumeriques'aDprocbeni
Ics resulaa de hi eoucheliinite et ellu soni en bon accord avec la resuluu de I'uulyte d echeUe. Ooiiil
une elude detaillee du developpemCTt dc !a mion de panache ni uulisant des tTaj<cwins-caicweo"de
pariicuta. Tout la multau oni eie obienus en uuiuant un caiciilaieur penonnei. Du comparauoiu
quaiiiaava enm ies resultau de cateu] et ies vuiaiisaiioas d'ccouiemeai venfieni paraeUement lcs nsuitau

numenqua.
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Z^isammcnfassung-Die insiaiionirc iaminarc naiuriichc Konvekuon an einem bchcizien waagcrcchicn
Zyiindcr wire numerisch mil Hilf; des Spiinc-Schnttverfahrens fur verschiedene Randbeaini'unceR an
air Ooerfiachc uniersuchL EinieE EieCTSchafisn der Greczschiehl. die mil Hilfe einer Abschasung de.'
Groiienoranimc ennillcll woroen sicd. werden mil numenschen Ergeonissen verslichec. Die Eniuicuung
dc- Aufinebsfahne wie aucn der Wanaeubereane an der Oberfiache und das onlicns Su-omungsfeld werdsn
OCTechncl. Fur kleine Zeiien iiihern sicn die numerischer. Ergebnisse denjenigen der Grcnzscnichtlosunc.
Sie summen in diesem Fall gui mil dec EreebnisseB aus der GroBenordnungsabschaming ubcrcin. Das
Gebiei ocr Aufmebsfahne wird uater Va-wcadung bcrechneicr Parukelbaimkurvm ongehCTder unter-
suehL Samdicne Ergcbmsse benueB auf Bercchnimgec mit dnem Personal-Computer. Eiii qualitariver
Vergieich zwischen den voriiegenden Erscbnissen und otperimenieUen Su'omungsbcobachlungec besiiugl

uiiweise die numerischen Ergebnisst.

nEPEXOaHUK PEKHM JIAMHHAPHOR ECTECTBEHHOR KOHBEKUHK B03JIB
TOProOHTAJIbHbK UKJIHIUIPOB

. iTl^TO-tnumi^w cmnaHOBoro Meroaa spoQmai nnro* .tacncHBO BcaiuyeTca Hecra-
iDKwpHoe afMscBxpaoe ecncT»eHB<woB»errBBBoe TnaaBe or Barperoro ropaiosTajaaoro imjiHHJipa

upa paajn^aux rpaaH^HUX ycnoBHax Ba aoBcpxaocTH. HexoTopue xapaiTepH CTBia aorpaHnBoro

Cfloa. aojiywaHMc npa asajnoe pa3»«epH OCTefi, qsaaiDiaaioTai c SBCjiamuxB peaym. TaTaMiL OneRB-

aawrca pa3»arac ofijiacTa Boatojuancro ncrTOEa, a Tarxe DO»cpxiiocTaufi TauioiicpcHoc 2 jiocajD»aue
xaparrcpB cmcB DOUI Tneaaa. Tlpa Ma.ncc BHTcpBajnx BpexeiiB Haiueaaue Vicataaus peuieaBa

iipHO-iBKaioTcs s pcsyj CbTaTaM, nojiyscBRUM B npHfijiBGKCHHH norpaHBTOtoro cnoa, B xopomo cor-ia*

eyxrrai c pesyavmsMS aBa-nm paaxqiBOCTea. Eojiee aeiaj&HO oaBuaaeTa puBrrRe o&aacrB »oe-
xomuuero aoroa aa ocaoBe pacc'iBiaBHUt TpaecropH fi lacrHa. Bee pc3yj ikTa.ru aoHyscHu Ha

ncpcoHajtfcHOM KOhdwoTcpe. KA^CCTICHHMC cpaBHemu aojiy^eHHUX asuattoc B 3KciicpKMCHTOB no

BioyajitoaiiHB Tc^csaa TtacTH<mo iioflTBCpxjuuoT jiocToncpB ocn IHCJICHHUX poyj &TaTOB.



CHAPTER IV

TRANSIENT NATURAL CONVECTION WITH DENSITY

INVERSION FROM A HORIZONTAL CYLINDER
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INTRODUCTION

Maiay natural phenomena involve buoyancy induced flows of cold water, i. e.

water that is close to its freezing point. The mechanism of such flows is consider-

ably complicated by the fact that its density reaches a maximum value at 3. 98° C'.

This gives rise to a variety of interesting phenomena. The behaviour of steady

state natural convection in cold water has been studied by many investigators for

several different geometries and boundary conditions.

In contrast to the steady flow situation, the transient behaviour of natural

convection of water near the maximum density point from a horizontal ice cylinder

has not been extensively treated. The existence of an unstable aspect to the

convection, or the presence of oscillatory solutions when the physical parameters

lie within a certain range of values has been observed but not widely reported.

The parallel problem for the case of a vertical plane has been reported in the

literature. On the other hand, studies that provide an insight into the physical

mechanism of the above instability is more or less non-existent.

The investigation presented iu this Chapter, is therefore devoted to the nu-

merical simulation of the transient laminar natural convection flow about a hor-

izontal cylinder at 0°C. Numerical tests exploring the region where a gap in the

solutions exists, as well as some preliminary physical intepretations based on the

numerical results have been attempted.
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Good agreement with published experimental and numerical data has been

obtained. The appearance of a dual flow region has been documented and studied.

The minimum Nusselt number at about 5.3° C has been verified niunerically.

A more detailed investigation into the behaviour of the solutions in the range

of 4. 8°C < Tamb < 5. 5°C was undertaken in order to obtain more information

on the solution behaviour in this critical region. Quasi-periodic solutions as

well as solutions displaying sudden catastrophic instability after a long period

of quiescent behaviour were encountered. Additional computations using high

precision and a non-reflecting boundary condition resulted in stable solutions,

indicating that the instability was probably of numerical origin. In the range of

5. 56°C < Tamb < 5. 63°C and close to Tamb = 4. 75°C, multiple solutions were

found. The study has served to underline the importance of using correctly posed

infinite boundary conditions as well as high precision in the computations when

treating natural convection flows with reversing buoyancy.

IVIost of the present results have been obtained using Ein IBM Model 70 PS/I

computer operating at a clock speed of 20 Mhz. However, some extended com-

putations were made on an IBM RISC 6000 and a mainframe using double (64

bit) precision. These solutions have been fully discussed.

The results of this investigation are reported in the following paper

(to be published in Physics of Fluids A):

"Transient Natural Convection with Density Inversion from

a Horizontal Cylinder".
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TRANSIENT NATURAL CONVECTION WITH DENSITY

INVERSION FROM A HORIZONTAL CYLINDER

ABSTRACT

This paper is devoted to a numerical investigation of the free convection

flow about a horizontal cylinder maintained at 0°C in a water ambient close to

the point of maximura density. Complete numerical solutions covering both the

transient as well as steady state have been obtained. Principal results indicate

that the proximity of the ambient temperature to the point of maximum density

plays an important role in the type of convection pattern that may be obtained.

When the ambient temperature is within 4. 7°C < Tamb < 8°C, a "dual flow"

appears around the cylinder with both upward and downward flow occurring in

proximity to the cylinder in two distinct recirculating zones, generally separated

by the 4 C isotherm when Tamb < 5. 7°C. The dual flow behaviour is significantly

modified as the ambient temperature is altered, disappearing when the ambient

temperature is above 8°C, or below 4. 7°C. Furthermore, when the ambient tem-

perature is within about 4. 8°C < Tamb < 5. 5°C, a well defined steady state is

never attained. Within this same range, solutions with an initially quasi-periodic

behaviour which persist for a long time have been observed. Multiple solutions

have been observed when the above range of ambient temperature is approached

from either side.

The results of the computations have been compared with published exper-

iinental and numerical data with satisfactory agreement being obtained.
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INTRODUCTION

Many natural phenomena involve buoyancy induced flows of cold water, i.e. water

that is close to its freezing point. The mechanism of such flows is considerably

complicated by the fact that its density reaches a maximum value at 3. 98°C1.

This gives rise to a variety of interesting phenomena. An early experiment on

the melting of ice was performed by Dumore, Merck and Prins in 1953. They

submerged a sphere of ice in cold water and observed for the first time that the

water in the boundary layer flowed in opposite directions on either side of the

isotherm corresponding to the inversion temperature (4°C). Merk3 supplied the

first analysis of such motions using the boundary layer equations; he calculated

the local heat transfer at low temperatures around a melting sphere. The reversal

in convective behaviour was predicted and the minimum heat transfer was found

to occur at Tamb = 5. 3°C'. Since the pioneering works of Ede1, Dumore et al.2

and Merk , the behaviour of natural convection in cold water has been studied

by many investigators for several different geometries and boundary conditions.

For instance, Schechter and Isbin4 published experimental and theoretical work

on thermal free convection from a heated vertical plate in cold water. Schenk

and Schenkels5 reported experimental results for thermal free convection from an

ice sphere. Bendell and Gebhart6 carried out experiments with vertical melting

ice sheets in pure ambient water near its density extremum. A minimum Nusselt

number was found to occur at Tami = 5.6°(7 while a net upflow and downflow

were deduced from fluid temperature measurements when Tamb > 5.6°C and
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Tamb < 5. 6°Cf respectively.

The rather surprising discovery of a gap in the solutions for vertical boundary

layer flows was first reported by Gebhart and Mollendorf7 who used the boundary

layer equations coupled with a numerical shooting method. They found that nu-

merical solutions were unobtainable in the range 4. 0°C < Tamb < 6. 8° C. Carey,

Gebhart and Mollendorf8, after refining the numerical method used by Gebhart

and Mollendorf^, found that the flow was bidirectional for Tamft betweeil 4. 75°C

and 5. 98°C and that convective inversion occurred at some Tamb between 4. 75°C

and 5.81°C. Solutions could not be obtained within this range of temperatures

in pure water. Wilson and Vyas9, conducted experiments on the velocity profiles

near a vertical ice surface melting into fresh water for 2°C <: Tamb <: 7°C. The

results indicated an upward steady-state motion when the water temperature

was below 4. 7°C and a downward naovement when the water temperature ex-

ceeded 7°C. For intermediate temperatures, an oscillatory bidirectional flow was

observed. The calculations of Wilson and Lee10 also indicated that three distinct

flow regimes: steady upward flow for Tamb ^ 4.5°C, steady downward flow for

Tamb > 6.0°C and steady dual flow or bidirectional flow for 5. 7°C < Tamb < 6°C

were possible. However, a gap in the range of temperatures 4.5° C < Tamb < 5. 7°C

where the solution failed to converge still remained. Gebhart; and Mollendorf11

numerically computed miiltiple steady states of vertical buoyancy-induced flows.

El-Henawy et al. 12 recently discussed multiple solutions of the boundary layer

equations for horizontal plane flow in cold water. Multiple solutions arise, when

the temperature gap is approached from either side, in conjunction with the

increasingly large buoyancy force reversal across the thermal layer.

Desai and Forbes13, Watson14 and Vasseur and Robillard1 5 have numerically
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investigated the heat transfer and flow patterns in a rectangular enclosure using

finite difference methods. Similarly, the effect of density inversion on natural

convection within a horizontal cylindrical annulus has been studied experimen-

tally by Seki et al. 16 and numerically by Nguyen et al. 17 and Vasseur et al. ls.

Gilpin19 studied the effect of cooling in a horizontal cylinder of water through

the maximum density point of 4°C. Saitoh20 and Saitoh et al. 21 investigated

both theoretically and experimentally the heat transfer characteristics in natural

convection about a horizontal ice cylinder immersed in water at an ambient tem-

perature near the maximum density point. At about Tamb = 6°C, a minimum

Nusselt number was obtained, an instability in the flow was observed, and it

was found that two different computer solutions appeared at Tamb = 6°C when

the spatial mesh length was varied20. These unstable aspects of the solutions

appeared to correspond to his experimental observations. Ho and Chen22 have

reported the results of a numerical simulation of the melting of ice around a

horizontal cylinder. They have provided results on the shape of the melt cavity

formed and its dependence on the temperature of the cylinder.

In contrast to the steady flow situation, the transient behaviour of natural

convection of water near the maximum density point from a horizontal ice cylin-

der has not been extensively treated. The existence of an unstable aspect to the

convection, or the presence of oscillatory solutions when the physical parameters

lie within a certain range of values has not been widely reported. The parallel

problem for the case of a vertical plane has been investigated by Gebhart et al.7

as well as many other researchers as mentioned earlier. On the other hand, stud-

ies that provide an insight into the physical mechanism of the above instability is

more or less non-existent in the literature. The present investigation is therefore
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devoted to the numerical simulation of the transient laminar natural convection

flow about a horizontal cylinder at 0°C using a cubic spline integration technique

23~25. Numerical tests exploring the region where a gap in the solutions exists, as

well as some preliminary physical intepretations based on the numerical results

have been attempted. The spline technique used retains the advantages of the

SADI (Spline Alternating Direction Implicit) procedure, but requires only a single

tridiagonal matrix system to be evaluated at each computational step, without

the disadvantages related to the calculus of the first and second derivatives. Re-

cently, the authors26'27 have reported the results of an extensive numerical study

of the laminar natural convection flow about a heated horizontal cylinder under

diverse boundary conditions using this new technique, with the computations

being performed on a personal computer. M.ost of the present results have been

obtained using an IBM M[odel 70 PS/I computer operating at a clock speed of 20

M.hz. However, some extended computations were made on an IBM RISC 6000

and a mainframe using double (64 bit) precision. These will be discussed later.
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The non-dimensional equations in stream function and vorticity form (using the

Boussinesq approximation for the body forces) may be written using polar coor-

dinates as:

v2 ^ = -n (i)

Q^l , 9^1 , v9^ ^. ^20 , A^^o9AP , -^laAP'^+u^+r^ =PrV2tt+A(sm0^^-+cos0^--
9t 9r Q0 v 9r r QO )

QT , , 5T , vQT ^^
i+"i7+^=v2T

(2)

(3)

with

V2=
a2 la. i^2

+-^-+-?-
9r2 ' r9r ' r2 902

^-p={-p-p(T})/-p

and

19^
u==~rW-

9^f
9r (4)

where r, 0 and ( refer to the radial, angular and time coordinates respectively.

(0 is measured counterclockwise from the bottom). Here T, ̂  and 0 denote

the dimensionless temperature, stream function and vorticity respectively while

u and v are dimensionless radial and angular velocity. A = g D3/a2 is a size

parameter, D is the cylinder diameter, g the gravitational acceleration and a the

thermal diffusivity. Pr is the Prandtl number while ~j5 refers to the average value

of water density.

To describe the nonlinear variation of density with temperature for water in

the range of 0 to 20° C, different density correlations have been given by Vanier
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and Tien28, by Fujii29 and by Gebhart and Mollendorf30. Following Fujii29, in the

temperature range of 0°C to around 20°C, the density-temperature relationship

of water may be approximated by the following equation :

pQ lp == 1 + AT + ̂ T2 + ̂ T3 + ̂ T (5)

where

Po =

/?!=

/?2=

/?3=

^4=

0.9998396(g/cm3)

-0. 678964520 x 10-4(°C)-1

0. 907294338 x 10-5(°C)-2

-0. 964568125 x 10-7(°C)-3

0. 873702983 x 10-9(°C)-4

Equation (5) is concident with Landolt-Bornsteln's experimental results31 up to

the last decimal place. The other popular density relation for pure and saline

water in the range of 0 to 20° C developed by Gebhart and Mollendorf30 contains

only a single temperature term. This simplicity is very useful in the analysis of

thermally driven flows. The present work however, employs equation (5) in order

to facilitate comparison with the results of other researchers.

Boundary Conditions

Since the flow is symmetric about a vertical plane passing through the axis

of the cylinder, only the half-plane need be considered. The boundary conditions

then become:

K =u== ̂ = 0,
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ft=-
92^f
9r2

and

on the cylinder surface and

T=0

QT
.t=B="=^=°

(6)

(7)

on the lines of symmetry.

Placing a circular line far away from the cylinder to represent the outer

boundary, the boundary conditions on the velocity are:

9^!
v = -^- == 0, and ^=-4^

;=-r2'^ (8)

The fluid is thus assumed to approach or leave the cylinder in the radial direction,

i.e. the streamlines are normal to the outer (artificially imposed) boundary. The

specification of the boundary conditions for the temperature poses some difficul-

ties. At a region of inflow (u < 0), it appears physically justifiable to assume that

the fluid entrained into the flow field is at the ambient value. At an outflow region

however, the temperature distribution is not known a priori. The commmonly

used boundary condition for outflow is to assume that the temperature gradient

normal to the pseudo boundary is zero, thus implying that the heat transfer is

dominated by convective movement rather than by conduction32. Saitoh20'21, in

his numerical study supposed that the temperature at the outer boundary was

equal to the ambient temperature. Although his numerical results were in fairly

good agreement with experimental data for surface Nusselt numbers, it appears

that the balance of heat flux would not be globally satisfied. In the present

computations, the temperature boundary conditions used initially were:
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At the inflow region (u < O): T == 1 and on the outflow region (u > 0) , QTfQr =

0. However, when convergence problems were encontered during computations

in the critical 'dual flow' region, a more rigorous boundary condition based on

a truncated version of equation (3) was used. In effect, it was assumed that at

the outer boundary (which is supposed to represent infinity!) v .= 0 and the

Laplacian on the RHS is negllgibly small, so that

9T . QT
+u^- =0.

Qt ' " 9r

This time dependent characteristic based boundary condition could be easily

incorporated into the numerical procedure by discretizing it in implicit mixed

boundary condition form26. As discussed later, this boundary condition avoided

temperature oscillations observed when the leading surface of the plume traversed

the artificial outer boundary. A detailed discussion of this effect has been reported

by Abarbanel et al. 33. The positive influence of this boundary condition on the

convergence and stability of the solution did not however, affect the overall results

obtained near the surface of the cylinder. The use of artificial boundaries to limit

the computational domain is discussed in some detail in the review article by

Givoli34.
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NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

The spline fractional step method (SFSM^)25 was used to generate an algorithm

resulting in a tridiagonal system containing either function values or first deriva-

tives at the grid points. The essential feature of this method is that in each

computational _ step, the problem is treated in a uni-dimensional implicit fash-

ion so that only one tridiagonal matrix system need be evaluated. The SFSM

schemes representing the governing equations (1) to (3) and the treatment of

the boundary condition imposed at the outer circular limit have been reported

in detail in earlier articles26'27. These articles have dealt with the utilisation

of the scheme to treat steady state as well as transient natural convection from

isothermal horizontal cylinders. The behaviour of the solution as a function of

the niimerically imposed outer boundary condition and mesh spacing has been

investigated. Excellent agreement between the numerically computed values and

experimental results at transient as well as steady state have been obtained, so

that the details of the technique and of the numerical experimentation performed

need not be elucidated further. In order to verify the consistency of the present

numerical study, the first cases considered were those corresponding to existing

transient and steady state results for cavities with the effect of density Inversion

on natural convection. Results for some of the cases studied by Robillard and

Vasseur15 for different ambient temperatures and Prandtl numbers (for exam-

pie, A = 4. 34 x 109, Tami = 4°C and Pr =11.6; Tom& = 7°C and Pr = 11. 84,

and Tamb = 10°C and Pr == 11. 29) were obtained. Very close agreement was
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found between their results for the flow patterns, isotherms and Nusselt numbers

and the present computations thus lending further credence to the present spline

technique.

Fig. 1 illustrates the main nonuniform meshes used in the present com-

putation. The nonlinear coupled partial differential equations were solved by

considering r, 6 grids of 21 X 31 with r,+i/r, = 1. 10 and Qj+z/Qj = 0. 95 (for

Tamft > 4. 7°C)or 0, ^/0} = 1.05 (for Tamb > 5. 6°C). However 41 x 41 or 61 x 61

were used at the critical region. Near the cylinder surface and in the plume

region, fine grid spacing was used, in order to better define the plume and the

inflow - outflow region. The coarsest mesh spacings were used when treating the

ambient temperature ranges that resulted in unidirectional flow since these spac-

ings had already been demonstrated26 to be adequate. The maximum number of

mesh points were chosen when computing cases that resulted in the "dual flow"

solutions mentioned earlier and to be discussed in detail further on.

The criterion for convergence to a steady-state solution was that the maxi-

mum relative change in flow and temperature fields satisfy the following inequal-

ity:

i^r-^'
<f)i,3

< e = 10- (10)

where (f> in turn represents the stream function, vorticity and temperature with a

==5, 5 and 4 respectively. Increasing the values for a did not result in significant

change to the solutions.

As a further verification on whether a steady state had been attained, an en-

ergy balance was employed by comparing the heat transfer between each section.
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(11)

For a large number of these computations, the energy balance was satisfed to

an error of better than 1%. This requirement appeared to ensure the obtention

of a steady state. In fact, when Tamft < 4.8°C or Tamb > 5.6°C, convergence

was rapid and the rate of convergence for requirements (10) and (11) was of the

same order. However, when the ambient water temperature fell within the range

of between 4.8°C and 5. 5°C, requirement (10) and (11) could never be satisfied.

(The difficulties experienced in this range, is associated with the fact that the

solution never reaches a well-defined steady state as will be discussed later).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Inversion Temperature

The observation that the water in the boundary layer flows in opposite direc-

tions on either side of the isotherm of inversion temperature, was first observed

experimentally by Dumore et al. 2. In fact, if the ambient temperature is just

below 4°C, the fluid near the surface of the cylinder will have the lowest density,

so that the convective flow created will tend to rise. However, when the ambient

temperature is above 4°C, at increasing distances from the surface, the density of

the fluid will first increase, pass through its maximum value, and then decrease

smoothly to the value corresponding to the ambient temperature. Consequently,

the possibility of the presence of two flow regions exists. However, this possibility

becomes a reality only after the ambient temperature reaches some critical value.

This is because that on the one hand the density variation between 4°C and 5°C

is very small compared with the variation in the other temperature regions (this

is especially true when 4°C < Tamb < 4. 6°C); on the other hand, due to viscous

effects, the upward flow near the surface of the cylinder will entrain the neigh-

bouring fluid to rise with it. Thus, when the positive driving force resulting from

the viscous coupling with the upward motion in the inner layer is offset by the

negative driving force due to the maximum, density effect, a stagnation region may

occur, at the outside edge of the region with upward flow. Any further increase

in the ambient temperature will result in a "dual motion". It is clear therefore,

that the dual flow region can exist, only when the ambient temperature is above
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this critical value. In the present numerical study, this critical temperature was

found to be close to 4. 7°C. This value is close to that observed experimentally by

Wilson et al. on a vertical ice surface and lies approximately within midrange of

the experimental values corresponding to the observations of Dumore et al.2 and

those of Schenk et al. 5 whose experimental data was about 4. 5° C for a sphere.

As expected, this dual flow tends to disappear at higher ambient temperatures.

Some steady-state flow patterns obtained for different ambient temperatures are

given in Fig. 2.

Below 4. 7°C

When the temperature of the ambient water is below 4. 7°C, the convective

behaviour is not essentially different from the "normal" case. The only peculiarity

is a negative thermal expansion coefficient that tends to zero as the temperature

increases to 4°C. The result of the negative thermal expansion is to induce an

initial motion near the surface of the cylinder that is upwards. Furthermore,

the numerical results indicate that as soon as the ice cylinder is immersed in

water, fluid particles near the surface at ^ == 90° begin moving and follow a path

approximately tangential to the surface of the cylinder until they approach the

top { 0 = 180°) where they separate and gradually form a weak recirculating

vortex region. With tlie progress of time, convective effects become increasingly

dominant and cause development of the plume region. This behaviour resembles

that observed around a heated horizontal cylinder in a "normal" fluid case26.

The local Nusselt number comparison between the computational results

and the experimental data of Saitoh20 at steady state -is presented in Fig. 3 for

Tamft = 4. 6° C and A = 4. 34 x 109 and A == 5 x 1010 respectively. The size
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parameter A, although different for the two cases studied does not influence the

comparison since the Nusselt numbers on the vertical scale have already been

normalized for size. The agreement is seen to be very satisfactory.

For aTamb = 4.7°C, some interesting behaviour has been observed as shown

in Fig. 4 for different values of the parameter A. Compared with the case of

Tamb == 4. 6°C, a marked decrease in convective activity occurs. As before, in-

verted flow is observed just below the cylinder. This downflow (below the zero-

streamline) however, is quite weak compared with the upflow so that the stream-

lines representing the flow downwards cannot be presented in the figure to the

same scale. An almost stably stratified lower layer is also noted. Indications are

however, that the critical temperature is attained somewhere within this region.

Above 6°C

The experiments of Schenk and Schenkels indicate that at an ambient of

above 6°C, the observed flow pattern does not show any notable irregularity.

The prevailing positive expansion coefficient causes a downward boundary layer

flow separating somewhere ahead of the lower stagnation point, the separation

point moving gradually downward with increasing temperature. In the present

study, at Tamb = 6°C the separation point is at about 0 = 35° to 40° which is

coincident with the experimental observation5 for a sphere, and about ^ = 10°

for Tamb == 7°C. When Tamb > 8°C, no inverse convection occurs and the flow is

always downwards. This is in good agreement with the experimental observations

of Saitoh using an ice cylinder. The steady state local Nusselt numbers are

presented and compared with those of Saitoh in Fig. 5. The agreement here is

also very good.
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Between 4.8°C and 6°C

This range of temperatures resulted in three types of interesting solutions:

A dual flow region, a region of oscillatory behaviour and a region where multiple

solutions were obtained.

The "Dual Flow"

The dual flow region was observed to occur only in the limited range of values

4. 8°C to 8°C for Tamb- In fact, at a temperature of 6°C, the dual flow region

although present, was very weak, with only a small region of opposite motion

persisting near the lower stagnation point. As shown in Fig. 2, the subsequent
f-

weakening and disappearance of the dual flow region as a function of ambient

temperature is clearly portrayed. Under conditions of dual flow, the outer flow

behaves as if it is flowing around a cylinder with a distorted shape, defined by

the dividing streamline. With increasing ambient temperature, the inner flow

region becomes thinner and moves towards the lower stagnation point where it

disappears completely when the ambient temperature is set at 8°C. Since the

downward flow steadily occupies more and more space with increasing ambient

temperature, the region with buoyant upward flow is pushed closer and closer to

the surface of the cylinder. At the same time the mean velocity in this layer will

tend to decrease to zero, owing to its proximity with the cylinder surface (which

would increase dissipation effects) and to the effect of the viscous coupling with

the flow in the opposite direction trying to drag it down. At about Tamb = 5.8°C,

the region of downward flow extends to the cylinder surface forming a rather thick

boundary layer . The separation point is found numerically to be at about
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Q == 30°. This is coincident with Schenk's observation for the case of a sphere .

Oscillatory Solution

As mentioned earlier, when the ambient temperature is above a critical value,

two flow regions may be present, one at the surface (maintained at 0°C) with

an upward motion, the other region being situated some distance away where

the motion is predominantly downwards. These two regions are separated by a

region of very slow motion. However, this dual flow does not immediately occur

at the start of the simulation. At the initiation of convection, the effect of density

inversion causes the water near the cylinder surface to rise at first and form a

recirculating vortex region that increases gradually and migrates towards the top

of the cylinder. For the case of Tamb == 5.3° C and A = 2x 1010, starting at about

t = 0.004, a second recirculating vortex, now rotating in the opposite direction

appears and with the passage of time gradually dissipates. This sequence of events

has been inferred from an inspection, of the streamline patterns. Due to space

considerations the relevant figures are not presented here. Figures 6. 1 to 6. 20

detail the streamline pattern and isotherms continuing from t=0. 062 to t=0.1

at time intervals of 0.002. This sequence of figures documents rather well the

unsteady quasi-periodic behaviour. The formation of a plume that grows in size

and then diminishes without separating from the cylinder is clearly portrayed.

(The appearance of a stronger dual flow region may be seen in Figures 6. 5 and

6. 6 or in Figures 6. 16 and 6. 17).

Figures 6. 1 to 6.20 cover about two cycles of this oscillatory behaviour. The

Nusselt niimber variation corresponding to this quasi-periodic phenomenon is

shown in figure 7. It if, important to note that this type of solution was obtained
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in the range of 4. 8° C < Tamb < 5. 5°C. This behaviour was especially evident in

the region near the upper stagnation point. Extensive numerical experimentation

with different mesh sizes was unable to resolve the problem. An experimentally

observed instability in approximately the same range of parameter values has

been observed by Saitoh20, the instability being of a three-dimensional nature.

In order to investigate this region of anamolous behaviour in the solutions,

extensive computations, some lasting several days were executed on the personal

computer. (It may be mentioned here that generally, a complete transient so-

lution up to steady state could be obtained in under four hours). The type of

solution obtained was highly sensitive to the value of the parameter A. For ex-

ample, when A = 109, (shown in figure 7) the solution although appearing to

have stabilized from a visual inspection, had not reached a true steady state but

was undergoing very long period oscillations. This was revealed on examitiation

of the heat balance criterion of equation (11). When however, the values of A

were in the range A > 5 x 1010, the solution appeared to reach a quasi-periodic

steady state relatively early; the computation was therefore continued in hopes

that a steady state might be obtained. The result was completely unexpected.

After several days of computation, the solution which had remained bounded

suddenly: erupted in an explosive instability! At this stage, it was decided to

embark on a more ambitious program of computation using first an IBM RISC

workstation and then a mainframe computer. These computations were executed

in double (64 bit) precision. A very fine grid (41 x 41 or 61 x 61) with mesh points

concentrated near the plume region was used. [Fig. 1].

In order to further reduce the influence of the outer boundary conditions, its

distance was increased from 3 to 7 cylinder radii from the surface. Furthermore,
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the modified boundary condition for the temperature, namely QT/Qt + uQT/Qr =

0 was also incorporated into the solution procedure. The incorporation of this

'characteristic' type boundary condition into the computations resulted in the

disappearance of temperature oscillations which were previously observed in the

plume close to the outer limit. It is concluded that these spurious oscillations were

the result of numerical reflection from the outer boundary as it was traversed by

the plume. A detailed analysis of numerical reflection effects from an artificially

imposed outer boundary has been presented by Abarbanel et al. 33 for the case of

the oscillatory wake behind a cylinder in a uniform stream.

With these changes, corresponding solutions were obtained for all values of A

although some of the solutions were quasi-periodic as before. The solutions were

continued upto a dimensionless time of 0. 1 compared with 0. 06 performed earlier

on the PS/2 for A = 6. 72 x 1010 at Tamb = 5. 3°C. The time step was 2. 5 x 10-6

so that 0. 1 represents a total of 40000 tiine steps. Under these conditions, the

catastrophic instability observed earlier did not manifest itself leading to the

conclusion that it was probably of numerical origin.

The transient behaviour of the solutions have been studied by plotting the

streamlines, isotherms and lines of constant density. At an ambient temperature

of between 4. 8°C and 5. 5°C, a thin layer of fluid close to 0 degrees centigrade

is formed in proximity to the cylinder surface. This layer of fluid being buoyant

when compared to its ambient, starts to rise slowly, reaches the top, separates

and gradually forms into a plume. In this region however, it comes rather quickly

into contact with warmer water that results in increasing its temperature towards

the 4°C density maxiinum. At this point the buoyancy force reverses direction

rapidly, causing it to slow down, stop and then descend in a layer just outside
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the layer of fluid in immediate proximity to the cylinder. This behaviour which

is influenced by inertial effects has been clearly observed in the simulation. (The

outer region with fluid at maximum density flowing downwards is sandwiched

between the outer and next to outer line of iso-density). For example, for A =

6. 72 x 1010 and Tamb == 5. 3°C, a second recirculatlng zone is formed at a point

approximately 30 degrees ahead of the upper stagnation point. This recirciilating

zone serves to feed the plume region with relatively cool and therefore buoyant

fluid; however its path into the plume region is blocked since the fluid ahead

of it is decelerating due to reversal of the buoyancy force. This results in a

ballooning of this fluid into a secondary "hump" which has been observed in the

streamline patterns of the simulation. (Again, the figures relevant to this part of

the discussion are not presented here due to space limitations.)

Meanwhile, the fliiid above separates into a plume, is rapidly warmed by

contact with its ambiant, reaches close to maximum density, and plunges down-

ward in a well defined outer layer. The path is then clear for the cooler buoyant

fluid below to flow into the space just evacuated and develop into a plume. The

process then repeats itself. Sometimes the cooling of the lower fluid is so rapid

that the "hump" ruptures into a secondary plume at a point approximately 30

degrees upstream of the upper stagnation region. This is probably the reason

why a well-defined periodic state is not attained. The flow field in this case then

appears never to repeat itself exactly, so that "hunting" occurs in the solution.

(A typical example of this is illustrated by the curve for A = 6. 72 x 1010 and

Tamb = 5. 3°C in figure 7). It appears that as for the case of natural convection

from a vertical surface under similar conditions, a gap in the range of obtainable

solutions probably also exists.
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Fig. 7 summarizes the behaviour of the solutions in the critical region with

Tamb = 5. 3° C. The increase in oscillatory behaviour as A is increased from 109

to 6. 72 x 1010 is evident. The amplitude of the oscillations vary from 3% to

15% of the mean value as A is increased. The same figure indicates that when

Tamb == 5. 8°C or when Tamb == 4. 6°C the steady state is reached rapidly, since

these values for the ambient temperature lie outside the critical range.

Multiple Solutions

For 6°C, different mesh sizes were tested starting from initially motionless

fluid. It was found impossible to obtain the two completely different converged

solutions as reported by Saitoh20. However, on both sides of the gap in solutions

for temperatures in the range of 5. 56°C <, Tamb ^ 5. 63°C, and close to Tamb =

4. 75°C, multiple solutions were obtained. This is consistent with the findings of

El-Henawy et al. 11 for horizontal plane flow in cold water, which is that multiple

solutions arise when the temperature gap is approached from either side.

Fig. 8a to Fig. 8c are two completely different solutions for Tamb = 5. 6° C

respectively. It is interesting to note that the difference between the two so-

lutions at ambient temperature 5.6° C is not obvious from an inspection of the

streamlines and isotherms. However the local Nusselt number and surface vortic-

ity distributions are quite different. When Ta, mb = 4. 75°C the flow patterns are

also completely different as shown in Fig. 9a. Most interesting is the appearance

of three distinct flow patterns in solution II. Very close to the cylinder lies a

boundary layer which is sufficiently cooled to generate an upward flow. This flow

entrains ambient fluid with it starting from about 0 = 80°. Below 9 = 80°, there

is a region of very slow moving fluid which is close to the ambiant temperature.
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Finally, between the lower stagnation point and about 0 = 20°, there is fluid en-

trained from the external ambient that however descends in an outer layer some

distance away from the cylinder surface. The isotherms and surface vorticity

distribution in both cases do not appear to be too different and seem to indicate

transfer of heat by conduction. An inspection of Fig. 9b which is a representation

of the Nusselt Number distributions indicates significant differences between the

two solutions near the lower stagnation point, these differences being compatible

with the different flow patterns observed there.

Local and Average Nusselt Nunibers

At time t = 0, the surface temperature on the cylinder is decreased suddenly

from. Too to 0°C. Heat is transferred initially by pure conduction to the cylinder,

this initial conductive phase being characterized by concentric circles for the

isotherms in the axial plane, until a certain critical time is reached as in ordinary

natural convection. In general, at the initial stage, the local Nusselt numbers

are uniformly distributed since heat is transferred by conduction. With time,

convection sets in so that the difference between the Nusselt numbers becomes

more and more marked. For a Tamb below 4. 7°C or a Tamb above 60 C, the

phenomenon is closely related to the case of natural convection in an ordinary

fluid as presented by Wang et aJ. 26; a slight "overshoot" eflEect appears and finally,

steady state is reached. However, when 4. 8°C' < Tamfe < 6° (7, the convective

behaviour is complicated by the appearance of the dual flow effect, as shown in

Fig. 10 for Tamb = 5. 6° C and A = 6. 72 x 1010 (in the figure (* signifies a time

close to the steady state). At t = 0. 001, the Nusselt number is virtually uniform

along the surface of the cylinder where heat is transferred by conduction from
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the surrounding fluid. The slightly higher value at the lower stagnation point

than at the upper one (^ = 180°) is due to the effect of a weak upward motion.

This behaviour continues at t = 0. 003 where the heat transfer is still primarily

by conduction. A drop in the Nusselt number is clearly seen and is caused by

the fact that the surrounding fluid has been cooled towards 0°C thus inhibiting

the heat transfer. Beyond this point, convection effects begin to appear, however

near the lower stagnation point the Nusselt number decreases to a local minimum

due to accumulation of stagnant fluid. The appearance of the local peak in the

Nusselt number near Q = 165° corresponds to the separation around the plume

region. The water in this region is continually being replenished so that the heat

transfer to the cylinder is relatively high. Just ahead of this point, at ^ = 145°

a local minimum is observed. In this region, descending water that has been

cooled, impinges on the cylinder surface giving rise to this minimum. Due to

the dual flow characteristic, a region of virtually stagnant fluid adjacent to the

cylinder, moving comparatively slowly is formed, resulting in an almost unifonn

circumferential variation of Nusselt number on the surface of the cylinder. Fig. 11

corresponds to the case for Tamb == 5. 8°C. The remarkable change in behaviour

is obvious. Local minima near the lower stagnation point are observed while at

the upper end 9 = 180° the miiiima and maxima have disappeared.

The local Nusselt number distributions for different Tamb at steady state

for A = 6. 72 x 1010 are given in Table 1. The time variation of the mean

Nusselt numbers Nu at the cylinder surface for different ambient temperatures is

presented in Fig. 12. An oscillating solution for Tamb == 5. 5°C may be noted.
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On the Minimum Nusselt number

When (he temperature of the surrounding water is within the critical range

necessary to exhibit the "dual flow" type behaviour, it is not necessarily implied

that the average heat transfer from the cylinder surface (or the average Nusselt

number) will reach its minimum value. In fact, within the boundary layer, the

region of stagnant fluid appears at a much later time than when the dual flow

is apparent. Merk3 has presented a calculation of free convection in water using

the boundary layer assumptions. He found that the minimum average Nusselt

number was reached at a Tamb = 5.3° C. The value of the minimum Nusselt

number however was severely underestimated. The discrepancy is not surprising

since in this region, the boundary layer assumptions are not valid. Experimen-

tally, by studying the melting of ice spheres Schenk found that the minimum

average Nusselt number occurred at 5.3°C. In the present study, for different

A: A = 4. 34 x 109, A = 5 x 1010 and A = 6. 72 x 1010, the conaputational

results also indicate that the mean value of the average Nusselt numbers (no

steady state results) are reached when the ambient temperature is about 5. 25°C

- 5. 3°C. This is in better agreement with Merk's theoretical prediction3 and

Schenk's experimental data for spheres5 than with the experiments of Dumore2,

who found that the minimum heat transfer occurred at a critical temperature of

4. 7°C. Fig. 13 compares the present results with those of other authors2'3'5 for

the overall value of the Nusselt niunber as a function of the ambient temperature

Tamb (in the figure, the present results are forA = 5 x 10 corresponding to a

D of about 4.5cm and the mean value of the average Nusselt numbers was used

when 4. 8°C < Tamb < 5. 5°C). From Schenk's experimental data5, the diameter
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of the ice spheres that he used was evaluated to be about 3. 8cm and the con-

stant factor in the expression Nu = (7(Gr x Pr)0'25 was taken as equal to 0. 56,

according to Merk's calculations. Dumore on the other hand, adopted a C of

0. 65. The present computational results are in goood agreement with Schenk's

experimental data and also with JVterk's theoretical results when Tamb ̂  6°C

Variation of Surface Vortlcity

Fig. 14 shows the time variation of the vorticity distribution at an ambient

temperature of 5. 8°C. At low values of time the vorticity variation is smoothly

monotonic but then rapidly experiences sign reversals corresponding to the for-

mation of multiple separation lines. Even at the steady state (denoted by t*) a

weak separation line with flow reversal is still evident. (Note that the passage

through zero of the vorticity corresponds to a separation line, while positive or

negative values indicate the flow direction at the surface). The surface vortic-

ity distribution at steady state for different ambient temperatures are shown in

Fig. 15. Above a temperature of 5.8°C, it is seen that steady separation at the

cylinder surface is established, the point of separation moving close to the lower

stagnation point with increasing temperature. The separation is due to the effect

of the density inversion at 4°C. Presumably, at a sufficiently high temperature of

the ambient fluid, the separation line will be coincident with the lower stagnation

point and the flow will then be entirely downwards.
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CONCLUSIONS

The transient natural convection from a horizontal cylinder in water at a tem-

perature near the maximum density point has been studied numerically using

spline integration techniques. Good agreement with published experimental and

numerical data has been obtained. The appearance of a dual flow region has been

documented and studied. The minimum Nusselt number at about 5.3°C has been

verified numerically. A more detailed investigation into the behaviour of the so-

lutions in the range of 4. 8°C < Tamft < 5. 5°C was undertaken in order to obtain

more information on the solution behaviour in this critical region. Quasi-periodic

solutions as well as solutions displaying sudden catastrophic instability after a

long period of quiescent behaviour were encountered. Additional computations

using high precision and a non-reflecting boundary condition resulted in stable

solutions, indicating that the instability was probably of numerical origin. In the

range of 5. 56°C ^ Tamb ̂  5. 63°C and close to Tamb = 4. 75°C, multiple solutions

were found. The study has served to underline the importance of using correctly

posed infinite boundary conditions as well as high precision in the computations

when treating natural convection flows with reversing buoyancy
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Table 1. Local and Average Nusselt Numbers for A = 6. 72 x 1010

Nu = {QT/Qr)^,

Nu

2. 00 °C

2. 7o °C

3.50 °C

4.60 °C

5. 70 °C

5.80 °C

6.00 °C

7.00 °C

8.00 °C

10. 00 °C

0=0°

16.61

16.86

16.44

14. 09

5.67

5.61

4.88

3. 54

3.44

3. 76

30°

16. 40

16.65

16.23

13.89

5. 20

5. 07

7. 20

11. 96

14.27

16. 45

60°

15.75

15.98

15.57

13.29

8.95

10. 15

11.38

15. 14

17.63

20. 12

90° 120° 150° 180C

14.37

14. 91

14. 51

12.28

10.09

11.41

12.55

16. 40

19.04

22. 62

13.04

13.20

12.85

10.84

10.32

11. 94

13.25

17. 50

20. 29

24. 12

10.77

10. 96

10. 71

8.89

10.30

12. 22

13.65

18. 13

20.96

25. 03

3. 03

3. 05

3. 03

2. 90

10.25

12. 31

13. 78

18. 36

21. 18

25. 13

Nu

13. 66

13.86

13.53

11. 54

8.80

9.98

11.14

15. 01

17.38

20. 83
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The numerical studies of the laminar natural convection flow around a heated

(or cooled) horizontal cylinder under diverse surface boundary conditions using

a spline fractional step technique have been presented in this thesis. From the

results reported , some conclusions may be reached as follows:

Numerical solutions have been obtained by solving the Navier-Stokes and

energy equations. For a heated cylinder under steady state conditions, the results

for the isothermal boundary condition as well as for the uniform heat flux have

general been in good agreement with published experimental data and with other

solutions presently available in the literature. Some new computations at very

high Rayleigh niunbers, have indicated the existence of attached separation"

vortices in the downstream plume region, the appearance of these vortices being

dependent on the values of the Biot number. The numerical results also indicate

that for Bi > 500 the surface temperature variation becomes less than 5% and

the mixed and isothermal boundary conditions become equivalent. When Ra** >

2 x 10 and Bi > 500, separation vortices in the plume region close to the

cylinder surface appear. Detailed computations have led to the conclusion that

they originate from the physics of the flow.

The unsteady natural convection from a circular, horizontal Cylinder has been

presented in Chapter III. Some characteristics of the boundary layer obtained
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with a scale analysis have been compared with the numerical results. At small

times, the present numerical solutions approach the boundary layer results and

are in good agreement with the results from the scale analysis. The development

of the plume region as well as the surface heat transfer and local flowfield have

been evaluated. Good agreement with published experimental and numerical

data has been obtained. Overshoot and oscillatory behaviour of the local Nusselt

numbers have been observed which decay as the steady state is approached.

This has been associated with fluid inertia effects. At high Rayleigh numbers,

the appearance of separation vortices, which are subsequently formed, shed and

reformed when Ra > 5 x 10 , has been noted.

Finally, the transient natural convection from a horizontal cylinder in wa-

ter at a temperature near the maximum density point has been studied numer-

ically. Good agreement with published experimental and numerical data has

been obtained. The appearance of a dual flow region has been documented and

studied. The presence of oscillatory solutions when the physical parameters lie

within a certain range of values has been reported The minimum Nusselt num-

ber at about 5.3° C has been verified numerically. A more detailed investiga-

tion into the behaviour of the solutions in the range of 4. 8°C < Tamb < 5. 5° C

has been undertaken in order to obtain more information on the solution be-

haviour in this critical region. Quasi-periodlc solutions as well as solutions dis-

playing sudden catastrophic instability after a long period of quiescent behaviour

have been encountered. Additional computations using double( 64 bit) preci-

sion and a non-reflecting boundary condition resulted in stable solutions, indi-

eating that the instability was probably of numerical origin. In the range of
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5.56°C ^ Tamb ^ 5.63°C and close to Tamft = 4. 75°C, multiple solutions were

found. The study has served to underline the importance of using correctly posed

infinite boundary conditions as well as high precision in the computations when

treating natural convection flows with reversing buoyancy.

The numerical scheme presented here appears to be versatile and efficient so

that a large range of problems may be computed. Since the spline approximation

has high accuracy both for unifonn as well as non-uniform grid spacing, significant

savings in storage as well as computer time may be achieved so that most of the

results presented in this thesis were computed on a personal computer using

unequally spaced grids. The applications of this method presented in this thesis,

indicate not only that the numerical results obtained are acceptable, but also that

the technique is of sufficient flexibility to permit application to a wide variety of

engineerring problems.

The intrinsic structure of the spline formulation offers the possibility of di-

rectly incorporating boundary conditions containing derivatives into the solution

procedure, the discretised accuracy at the boundary points is then the same

as for the governing equation. A general formulation to treat mixed boundary

conditions using the spline approximation has been presented in Chapter II. This

general formulation considerably simplifies the treatement of boundary conditions

while computational accuracy is maintained. The time dependent "characteristic

based" boundary condition:

9T . 9T
~it ^u~t=°-
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has been easily incorporated into the numerical procedure by discretizing it in

the general form. This boundary condition avoides the temperature oscillations

observed when the leading surface of the plume traverses the artificially imposed

outer boundary.
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